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ABSTRACT

This text is designed to be used in conjunction with
two other texts, the "Thai Reader" and the "Thai Vocabulary." All
words cited in the present book are followed by phonetic
transcription allowing students to learn the writing system through
self-study. Chapters included in the text are: (1) "Thai Consonants
and Their Names," (2) "Vocalic Symbols," (3) "Tonal Markers," (4)
"Initial Consonants," (5) "Final and Medial Consonants," (6) "Other
Irregularities," and (7) "Numerals and Special Signs." A
representative samplings of Thai handwriting is included. For the
companion documents, see FL 004 860 and FL 004 861. (RL)
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PREFACE
In 1942 a small volume entitled "The Thai System
of Writing" was prepared by the author. Reproduced
by the Ditto process, it was used in Thai classes

at the University of Michigan and later at the University of California, Berkeley. The present volume
is a completely revised and rewritten version of that
earlier work.

This book is designed to be used in conjunction
with two other recently published books, namely the
THAI READER and the THAI VOCABULARY (American Council of Learned Societies, 1954 and 1955). All words
cited in the present book are followed by a phonetic

transcription (see Phonetic Key and Charts on the
pages immediately following this preface). This is
necessary so that all phases of the writing system,
both regular and irregular, will be entirely clear
even to the student who wishes to learn the system
by self-study. Before he can learn to read Thai ef-

fectively, however, the student will need to rid
himself entirely of any tendency to "lean" on the
phonetic transcription. This can probably be best
accomplished by the method described in the following paragraphs.
Unlike the previous edition of this book the present book has no exercises. However, this lack can
be adequately compensated for if the student will
make full use of the materials provided in this book
and in the THAI READER. The author recommends the
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following procedures:

(1) As soon as the student has covered the material in the first 22 pages of this book he can

turn back to the examples beginning on p.19 and
practice reading them without the aid of the pho-

netic transcription by placing a blank sheet of
paper over the transcriptions.

(2) After the student has learned the basic
rules of the Thai writing system (i.e. has cov-

ered the material in the first three chapters,
pp.1-40), he is ready to begin the study of the
THAI READER.
Before attempting to read any full
phrases or sentences, the student should first
study the vocabulary of each lesson in the READER,
then review and check his ability to read the individual words in that vocabulary by covering the
phonetic transcriptions with a blank sheet of paper.
For best results practice reading the words
aloud.

(3) As he progresses to the more advanced
chapters of the-THAI SYSTEM OF WRITING, the student should continue to review each section and
chapter by covering the phonetic transcriptions
with a blank sheet of paper and reading the examples aloud.
(4) Similarly, as he proceeds to the more
advanced lessons in the THAI READER, he should
continue to check and review each vocabulary by
covering the phonetic transcriptions and reading
the examples aloud.

(5) The student should also memorize at least
some of the lessons in the THAI READER.

This de-

vice is particularly useful in the early stages
of the study of the Thai writing system.
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Most of the Thai words and phrases in this book
are shown in typewritten form.
The first time any
symbols are introduced to the reader, however, they

are shown as large-sized handdrawn symbols;

see

pp. 6 -9, consonants; pp. 15 and 18, vowels; p. 17,

tonal markers; and p. 83, numerals. Over and above
this a Few samples of handwriting are also included
in the book (pp. 104-107).
Grateful acknowledgement is made to the American
Council of Learned Societies for support in the production of the original version of this work and for
their assistance'in the publication of the present
revised work. I am also deeply grateful to Mr. Heng

R. Subhanka who first taught me how to read and
write Thai and who gave me many valuable suggestions
about the arrangement of presentation in the original version. Many of his suggestions have been retained in the present work. Mr. Sobhak Kasemsanta
has provided the large handdrawn samples of Thai
writing symbols. Samples of Thai handwriting in
three different styles were written out by Miss Punnee Kiangsiri (pp..104-105). Mr. Waiwit Buddhart
provided the other two samples of That handwriting
(pp. 106-107) and also assisted in the proofreading.
Mr. GeOrge V. Grekoff drew in the lines in various
oharte'Which are interspersed in the beginning sectiOnZ'of the book.

MARY R. HAAS
.% c
University of California, Berkeley

November, 1955

PHONETIC KEY AND CHARTS

Consonants
WI. Consonants followed by a hyphen occur only in
initial position; the one preceded by a hyphen only
in final position. The rest occur in both positions.
/'/

The glottal stop.

/b/

Voiced unaspirated bilabial stop. In initial position
like Eng. b in bid. In final position like Eng. b in
crib, but unreleased.

/c-/

Voiceless unaspirated palatal stop. Similar to Eng.
111 in shin but without the aspiration that accompanies
the Eng. sound.

/ch-/

Voiceless aspirated palatal stop. Similar to Eng. ch
in chin but with stronger aspiration,

/d/

Voiced unaspirated postdental stop. In initial position like Eng. d in Au. In final position like Eng.
d in red, but unreleased.

If-/

Voiceless labiodental spirant. Like Eng. f in la ml.
(Occurs rarely in final position in a few recent loanwords from Eng.)

/-g/

Voiced unaspirated velar stop. Only in final position
and like Eng, g in klib.but unreleased.

/h-/

Voiceless aspirate. Like Eng. h in MI.

/j/

Voiced palatal semivowel. Like Eng. x in Da.

/k-/

Voiceless unaspirated velar stop. Like Eng. k in km
but without the aspiration that accompanies the Eng.
sound. Hence more like French or Italian hard" c
(i.e. k/, as in Fr. oaf&

/kh-/ Voiceless aspirated velar stop. Like Eng. kin ax.I
but with stronger aspiration.
viii
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/1-I

Voiced lateral. bike 1 in Eng. look, (Occurs rarely in
final position in a few recent loanwords from English.)

/m/

Voiced bilabial nasal. Like Eng. m in gag, come.

/n/

Voiced postdental nasal. Like Eng. a in now, min.

/*/

Voiced velar nasal. Like Eng. a& in song, but in Thai
the sound occurs in initial as well as final position.

/p-/

Voiceless unaspirated bilabial stop. Like Eng. 2 in
212 but without the aspiration. Compare Fr. or Ital. 2.

/ph-/ Voiceless aspirated bilabial stop. Like Eng. 2 in xla
but with stronger aspiration.
/r-/

Voiced retroflex or weak trill. Compare Eng. g in red,.

/s-/

Voiceless sibilant. Like Eng. s in sun. (Occurs rarely
in final position in a few loanwords.)

/t-/

Voiceless unaspirated postdental stop. Like Eng. t in
12A but without the aspiration. Compare Fr. or Ital. t.

/th-/

Voiceless aspirated postdental stop. Like Eng. t in 122
but with stronger aspiration.

/w/

Voiced bilabial semivowel. Like Eng. w in walk, how,
but with greater friction and more lip rounding.

Vowels
/a/, /aa/

Low central vowels. Like Eng. a in father. /a/,
short; /aa/, long.

/e/1 /ee/ Mid front vowels. Like Eng. 2 in La. /e/, short;
/ee/, long.

/c/, /ee/

/aa/

Low front vowels. Like Eng. a in cat. /e/, short;
/ce/, long.
Mid central vowels. Similar to Eng. er in her but,
as in British Eng., without the final r. /a /,
short; /3e /, long.

/1/$ /ii/

High front vowels. Like Eng. ee in mu l. /1/,
short; /ii /, long.

/ia/

/1/ plus /a/ without any pause or break between.

/0/$ /00/ Mid back rounded vowels. Like Eng, o in lone. /o/$
short; /00 /, long.

/3/, /33/

Low back rounded vowels. Like Eng. o in long or
aw in law. /3/1 short; /33/, long.

/u /, /uu/

High back rounded vowels. Like Eng. oo in noon.
/u/, short; /uu/$ long.

/ua/

/u/ plus /a/ without any pause or break between.

/y/, /yy/

High central unrounded vowels. Made by raising the
center part of the tongue while keeping the lips
in relaxed or protracted position. /y /, short;
/yy /, long.

/ya/

/y/ plus /a/ without any pause or break between.

Tones
/7

Low tone. Pitched at a comfortable low range of the

voice. The pitch and contour of the remaining tones
are described below in relation to the low tone.
Rising tone. Rises from the pitch of the low tone to
the pitch of the high tone.

High tone. About a fifth above the low tone. At phrase
end has glottal stricture and a quick drop.

Falling tone. Falls from the pitch of the high tone to
that of the low tone. At phrase end has glottal stricture.
/ /

(Absence of a mark.) Middle tone. Pitch approximately

a major second above the low tone. At phrase end has a
very slight drop.
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CONSONANT CHART
Bilabial

STOPS
Vd.Unaspirated

Postdental

Palatal

Velar

-g

b

d

VI.Unaspirated

p-

t-

c-

k-

V1.Aspirated

ph-

th-

ch.

kh-

SPIRANTS
f-

Vlanaspirated

Glottal

9

h-

s-

SONORANTS
Vd.Semivowels

m

Vd.Nasals

n

Vd.Lateral

1-

Vdarill for

r-

V

Retroflex)

VOWEL CHART

Front

Central

Back
Rounded

High

i, ii, is

y, yy, ya

u, uu, ua

Mid

e, ee

a, ee

Og 00

Low

Co et

a, as

3, OD

Unrounded

TONE CONTOURS IN ISOLATION
P/TCH
LEVEL
High

Mid
Low

Middle
(No mark)

Low

Falling

/'/

/A/

High
/s/

Rising
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INTRODUCTION
The Thai system of writing is one of many varieties of the Devanagari writing system which have
spread out from India. The immediate source is the
Cambodian variety. To this day the Thai numerals
and the Cambodian numerals are identical, but the
alphabetical symbols, while similar, are sufficiently diverse so that each system must be learned
separately.
The particular adaptation of the Thai alphabet
as a separate system of writing was devised by (or
at the request of) Ramkhamhaeng the Great of Sukhothai. The first written monument, an engraved block
of stone known as the Inscription of King Ramkh6mhaeng, is assigned to the year 1283 A.D.

[See

Cornelius S. Bradley, "The oldest known writing in
Siamese," Journal of the Siam Society, vol 6,
pt.l (1909), pp. 1-64.]

The modern Thai writing system is directly descended from the form of writing preserved in this earliest inscription, though certain changes (which need
not concern us here) have been introduced since that
time.
Another slightly different derivative of that
early form of writing is the system used by the Lao
(Laotians) of the Kingdom of Laos which lies to the
northecst of Thailand.
The language spoken by the authors of the inscription was similar to the modern standard dialect of
Bangkok, but certain features still preserved in the
modern writing system show us that it was not identical at all points.
1
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The description of the Thai system of writing
which is provided in the present volume gives the.
pronunciation entirely in terms of the modern stand-

ard dialect of Bangkok. In addition to the standard
dialect there are three other major dialects spoken
within the boundaries of the nation, vis, the Southern, the Northern and the Northeastern, The Northern
dialect had at one time its own special system of
Writing, but this is now virtually obsolete. At the
present time, if the Northern dialect is written at
all, it is written by using the letters of the
standard system. The Northeastern dialect was formerly written in a system like that used by the Lao,

mentioned above, but this too is now largely obsolete within the boundaries of Thailand.
At the present time the standard dialect of Bangkok together with the standard writing system used
for that dialect is the literary medium taught in
all the schools throughout the nation.

CHAPTER I

TH.E THAI CONSONANTS AND
THEIR NAMES
1. General Remarks

The Thai system of.writing, as a derivative of
the Devanagari system, has retained the basic se,
quence of arrangement for consonants found in the
Indio system. This sequence of arrangement constitutes the alphabetical order used in standard Thai
dictionaries and must be memorized for an efficient
use of such dictionaries. There are the following
six major group* of consonants:
1. Velars
2. Palatals

3. Retroflexes (pronounced as dentals in Thai)
4. bentals
5. Labials

6. Miscellaneous (the remaining sonorants and
spirants and the glottal stop)
Because of historical changes that have taken place
in the pronunciation of some of the consonants, not
all of them are now pronounced in accordance with
what we might expect from their position in the total sequence; but the deviations are relatively few
and the reasons for them need not concern us here.
Within each of the first five of the major groups
listed above the sequence shown on the following
page is observed where pertinent. The sequence consists in five major categories based on phonetic
criteria.
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1. A. Voiced stop. MIDDLE (see ComMent on p. 5).
Lacking in the velar and the palatal groups.
B. Voiceless unaspirated stop. MIDDLE.

2. A. Voiceless aspirated stop with inherent rising
tone. HIGH. in the velar group there are two
consonants coming in this category but the
second of the two is now obsolete.
B. Voiceless spirant, with inherent rising, tone.
HIGH. In the labial group only.
3. A. Voiceless aspirated stop with inherent middle
tone. LOW. In the velar group there are three
consonants coming in this category but the second of the two is now obsolete. The third one
is described under 4 below.
B. Voiceless spirant with inherent middle tone.
LOW. In the labial group only.
4. Voiceless aspirats& !top with inherent middle
tone. LOW. Used to transcribe Sanskrit or Pali
voiced aspirated stops.
5. Voiced nasal. LOW. In the standard dialect of
`' ,'Bangkok the nasal symbol of the palatal group is

pronounced /j/ in initial position, /n/ in final
position. In some provincial dialects the palatal nasal is pronounced as such, viz. hi/.

The complete list of the 44 consonants of the
Thai alphabet is given on pp. 6-9. Of these the 3rd
and 5th are oosoletel having been replaced by the
2nd and 4th, respectively. Standard Thai dictionaries and books on the alphabet still list all 44 consonants for the sake of completeness.
Each consonant letter is pronounced with the carrying vowel /-**/. The consonant sound preceding the
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/-**/ is the phonetic value of that letter in syl-

lable-initial position. Thus the letter n /kW has
the sound /k-/ in syllable-initial position. Many
consonants have a different phonetic value when they
occur in syllable-final position. This is shown in
charts on pp. 54 and 58.

There is also an inherent tone belonging to each
consonant letter. This is either the middle tone,

as in /k**/, the lst letter, or the rising tone, as
in /kh5*/, the 2nd letter. This tone must be memorized as an integral part of the name of each consonant. See the comment below.

Comm.
gd Thai

consonants are divided into

three major tonal classes known as MIDDLE, HIGH,
and LOW. The constituent members of each of these
classes are listed and discussed on pp. 10-13.
All spelling rules having to do with the indica-

tion of tones are determined by this three-way
classificction. The inherent tone of all MIDD.L
and all LOW consonants is the middle, tone, e.g.

/kW, the lst letter and a MIDDLE consonant;
/kh**/, the 4th letter and a LOW consonant. The
inherent tone of all Hum consonants is the
riong tone, e.g. /kh5*/, the 2nd letter and a
HIGH consonant.

Each consonant letter has also been provided with
an arbitrary designatory name to be used when spelling words orally. This arbitrary name is usually
some common noun spelled with the letter so desig-

nated, e.g. /k** WI/ "ko* chicken." Rarer consonant letters, however, have often been given names
referring to entities which are somewhat less familiar. Thai childrtn learn to recite the alphabet by
using these designatory names.
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26 List of Consonants
Symbol

Thai Name

Transcription and Meaning

VELARS
n in

/100 kkj/ chicken

t 'It

/kh5o kh&j/ egg

1

I Tin

/khSo khbad/ bottle [Obsolete]
Replaced by letter #2 above.

0;1

h !MU

/khoo khwaaj/ water buffalo

99

F ?U

/khoo khon/ person Obsolete]
Replaced by letter #4 above.

Z

II 7 rt4

/khoo rakhan/ bell

4 i

/noo

fl

1;

:

uu/ snake

PALATALS
10

V 1111

/coo caan/ plate

il

A

/ch6o chin/ cymbal

1 /

v
1 114

1r/

A

RI

of n: tut

/ctioo 'aches/ tree (Camb.)

gli

Y 44

hoo jin/ woman

4i3

/chop ch&an/ elephant

1

iv

/sop s6o/ chain

Symbol

Thai Name

Transcription and Meanirg

RBTROFLEXES (PRONOUNCED AS DENTAIS)
/dal chAdaa/ tall headgear
worn by actors

D

/too pateg/ (a) goad

II

14

3 3111

/th3o thAan/ base, pedestal

li U141a11

/than naanmonthoo/ name of a
giant's wife in Ramayana epic

11 01

/thoo phOuthaw/ old person

ti MI

/noo neon/ young Buddhist
disciple

DRNTALS
? Lh,

/doo deg/ child

/1 Oil

/too tew/ turtle

fl

0 V4

/thSo thde sack, bag

tl.

41 tUl/

/than thelan/ soldier

1 14

/thoo thord flag, emblem

U UV

/noo ntu/ mouse, rat

01

1

44

8

Symbol

Thai Name

Transcription and Meaning

LABIALS
/boo bajmdaj/ leaf

ti

1J 1101

/poo plaa/ fish

C0,1

u

/ph5o 0413/ bee

eJd dl

/f5o Oa/ lid, cover

111

11 AlN

/phoo phaan/ tray with pedestal base

141

71

/foo fan/ tooth, teeth

11

n chini

3.1

v
J N1

11141

/phoo samphaw/ a kind of sail
boat, junk
/moo mda/ horse

MISCELLANEOUS
tj

U thNr

/Jo* jdg/ giant

1

t at

/roo rya/ boat, ship

ID

n 19

/133 lb)/ monkey

1 um

A03 %den/ fingerring

fi 11101

/83o isdalaa/ pavilion

04
lif

d at

/85o ryytili/ hermit, anchorite

/03 eta/ tiger

9

Symbol

Thai Name

Transcription and Meaning

MISCELLANEOUS (CONTINUED}
/h33 hlib/ box
/loo ctlaa/ a kind of kite

0014
uncin

Poo oaa0/ basin
/1133 n6ghOug/ owl

NNNNNNNWOOMNNNNNNAWNAINNMAWNNNNNNNAANNNNNWNOONONNNNAWNNAI

HOW TO MAKE THE CONSONANT SYMBOLS

All consonants except n /koo-kaj/ and 4 /than
thord are started with the production of their
characteristic little CIRCLE. If there is more
than one little circle start, with the one on the
left. The pen then moves up or down, to the right

or the left, as required. It is very important to
note whether the circle is to the RIGHT or to the
LEFT of its connecting line. This is the only dif-

ference between A and A, and between 0 and fl, i.e.
between /khan khwaaj/ and /60 dbg/ and between
/t1153 thde and /pl.= amphaw/, and others.
The symbol fl is made in two strokes. The lefthand line starts just under the "roof" and is made
as a downward stoke. The second stroke starts at
the same point, then moves around to the right and
down. 2 starts with a similar downward stroke but
continues without the pen being lifted.

IF THE STUDENT WILL USE TRACING PAPER AND FIRST
PRACTICE BY TRACING OVER THE LARGE SYMBOLS SHOWN ON
PAGES 6-9 HE WILL SOON BE ABLE TO DO THEM FREEHAND.
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3. The Three Classes of Consonants
Thai consonants are divided into three major
tonal classes known as MIDDLE, HIGH, and LOW. The
constituent members of these classes are shown on
pp. 11-13. These must be memorized because the tonal markers (Chap. III, p. 25) used to indicate the
tones have different values depending upon the
°lass of the consonant with which they are being
used.

Within each class of consonants there are

some which are used less frequently than others.

This information is included in connection with the
It will
discussion of each of the three classes.
prove useful to the student who wishes to learn to
spell as rapidly as possible. See comment below.

gmed. It frequently happens that the same
consonant sound, of the Thai language is written

by two or more different consonant letters. If
the two or more consonant letters belong to dif6.
ferent consonant classes there is no conflict.
The tone of the syllable usually determines the
class of the letter to be used. Thus with but

one exception (described on p. 35) there is no
conflict between /khb kh&j /, a HIGH consonant,
and /khan khwaaj/, a LOW consonant.

On the other hand, if two or more consonant
sounds can be written with consonant letters belonging to the same class, a conflict arises, In
such a case the choice of consonant letter is determined solely by 'the dictates of the rules of
correct spelling, Thus there is a conflict between
/khan khwaaj/, a LOW consonant, and /khoo rikhan/1
another LOW consonant. But even here it is loossi-

ble to mAke a general statement which will be of
great help to the student. Most words beginning

11

with the /kh-/ sound and having a tone which must
be written with a LOW consonant are spelled with
/kilo* khwaaj/. Hence the student need only memorize those few words which must be spelled with
/kilo* rtikhav/. He can easily remember that all

the rest are spelled with /k113* khwaaj/ whenever
a LOW consonant is required.

MIDDLE CONSONANTS

There are nine MIDDLE consonants and they are
pronounced with inherent middle tone on the carrying vowel /-33/. They comprise all of the consonant symbols standing for voiced stops, and voiceless
unasoirated etope as shown below.

Voiced
Stops
Vl.Unasp,
Stops

cn

(a)

11

)

Ii

fl

Comment 1. Conflicting symbols are
boxed
together and the rarer symbol is placed in parentheses. The retroflexes /d33 chidaa/ and /to*
patag/ occur in Sanskrit or Pali loanwords. The
spelling of words containing them should be memorized.
Comment A. Contrary to what is often stated,
the letter 1 Poo 91a1)/ is a true consonant in
the Thai writing system and not merely a carrying symbol for vowels. It is a MIDDLE consonant

and the values of the tonal markers used with it
are precisely the same as they are for all the
rest of the MIDDLE consonants.

12

HIGH CONSONANTS
There are eleven HIGH consonants and they are
pronounced with inherent rising tone on the carrying vowel 1-33/. They comprise the Thai consonant
symbols for one set of voiceless aspirated stops
and one set of voiceless spirants, as shown below.

Aspir.
Stops

Spirants

(j) 0

(N)(d) d

d

m

Comment 1. Only ten symbols are shown in the
chart. The extra one, /kh33 khtad/, is obsolete
and has been completely replaced by /kh5o khAj/.
Conflicting symbols are boxed together and the
rarer symbol or symbols are placed in parentheses. The remaining symbols are unique.
Comment g. For each HIGH consonant (or set of

HIGH consonants identically pronounced) there is
a corresponding LOW consonant (or set of LOW con-

sonants identically pronounced). This pairing of
HIGH and LOW consonants is shown in a chart on
p. 34.

LOW CONSONANTS
The student should memorize all the MIDDLE con -

sonants and all the HIGH consonants. He need then
only remember that all of the remaining consonants
of the alphabet are LOW consonants. There ewe in
all twenty-four LOW consonants and they are pro-

13

nounced with inherent mid" dle tone on the carrying

vowel /-**/. They comprise twl major groups of
sounds:

(1) a second set of voiceless aspirated stops,

and a second set of voiceless mirtag, and
(2) all of the ice g sonoraute (nasals, semivowels and liquids). Sfla the chart below.

Vl.
Asp.

A (11)

CN(1p) M (1)

t (01)

? (A)

Stops
vi.

t

Spirants

W
.

Voiced
Sonorants

U (g)
4

1%

(M)

7

Comment, Only twenty-three symbols are shown
in the chart. The extra one, /khan khon/, is ob-

solete and has been completely replaced by the
symbol known as /kh33 khwaaj/. Conflicting,symbola are boxed together and the rarer symbol or
symbols are placed in parentheses. See also the
list of regular and irregular initial consonants
shown on pp. 41-42.

CHAPTER II

THE VOCALIC SYMBOLS
1. General Remarks

Vocalic symbols are either SIMPLE (composed of
one part) or COMPLEX (composed of more than one
part). Of the simple vocali. symbols, some are written before, the consonant, some after the consonant,

But in any case each vowel
as a sound is always pronounced AFTER the consonant
SOM8 asaft, some below.

or consonant cluster which it accompanies.
The complex vocalic symbols are built up of two
or more simple vowel and/or consonant symbols. Since
the individual parts of a complex often have values

which bear little or no relation to the values they
have when used as simplexes, the student is urged to
MEMORIZE THE COMPLEX SYMBOLS AS UNITS.
Most vocalic symbols occur in pairs of short and
long, The last four symbols, however, are unpaired
and stand for short /a/ plus /m, j, w/. Other combinations of short vowel plus sonorant and combinations
of long vowel plus sonorant present no special diffiA chart showing the paired symbols and the
our unpaired symbols is given on p. 15. The symbols
are presented in their traditional order reading
acrost, e.g. /sieA9 1/1 /sari') 4aa/, /sari' 910/,
culty.

Aiwa/ "ii/, etc. The word /saran means 'trowel."
MEMORIZE THE VOWEL SYMBOLS IN THE ORDER GIVEN as an
aid to the use of Thai dictionaries. The dash in the
chart shows the position of the initial consonant.
All the vocalic symbols are shown in the form they
take in syllable-final position. Some have other
forms, as shown on p. 18.
14
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2. Principal Vocalic Symbols (Syllable-Final Form)

SHORT

-I

Thai Name

LANG

/shad? 949/

--'1

a%
--

Thai Name

-1

ishrh9 'aa/

dad
ft

/ehra9 '19/

/shrh9 iii/

ago

I-

/axle) 'ee/

6t W-:

/shrh9 96//

M-

W-

/sitrA9 9ee/

1-1

hatra9 969/

41-

1 _.

Mirk, 900/

--I) --0

/Ara' 933/

-1 -1#1

/sari, 9tia/

11-1:

v-1: /saw /p/

ki

/shra9 'he/
/shri9 910/

6 -II

L IJ

/ehra9 'ia/

/earl' 90.9/

V-1

L

/s &r &' 9ya/

L.-11

/Bark, 'eel

/ears' /69/

1--

1
0

/shrh9 'am/

6-

1-

//Ara' 'aj /.

1

1-

/attrA9 'a j/

10-1

L

1

/shra9 'aw/

NAINNAPIVNNNNAINIVNANAVAINMVAAANIVAINNOWVAIVANVAIVAAVAVVAINMAMMINNINNN
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In Thai textbooks the symbol for /shr&' "yy/ is
given as
instead of -t.
The symbol:10 is shown
in the chart above because the vowel is always writ.

ten thus in syllable-final position. The other form
is used when the vowel is followed by a syllableclosing consonant (see p. 18).

There are two symbols for the combined sound
/-aj/ and they are pronounced exactly alike in the
standard dialect of Bangkok (see Comment below).
The first symbol tL

is known as /majmdan/ and the
second symbol 1 as /mAjmdlaaj/.There az4de in all
twenty words which must be spelled with 1, most of
them very common words. The lomplete list is given
on p. 68. Almost all other words having the sound
/-aj/ are spelled with '1, but there remain a very

few which are spelled in a third way to be described
later (see p. 23).

Comment. At the time the Thai writing system
was developed i and 1 were NOT pronounced alike.
What the phonetic distinction was at that time
is not definitely known. There are modern dialects, however, which maintain a distinction between the two types of sounds. In Shan,efor example, words which would be spelled with i have a
vowel cluster /-ay/, i.e. /a/ plus the high central vowel /y /, while words which would be
spelled with 1 are pronounced with /-aj/, just
as in the Bangkok dialect, e.g.
SHAN

BANGKOK 'THAI

Meaning

/nay/

CLu

/naj/

in

/Phai/

111

/faj/

fire'
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3. The PhonetiO Interpretation of
"Short" Vowel Symbols
All of the "short" vowel symbols shown in the
chart on p. 15 are actually pronounced as a short

vowel (or vowel cluster) 2401 A 8,1101e-1101w
szansit. This syllable-closing consonant is
either the glottal stop /' /, as in the first twelve

symbols, or /m, 3, w/, as in the last four. A glance
at the chart will reveal the fact that the symbol
-1, known as /sArA0 la//, is one which has a dual
function. When used alone it stands for /-a1/1 but
when combined with other symbols it stands for a
syllable-final /-// with shortening of the preced.
ing vowel. Hence no short vowel symbol containing-1
as a component can ever be used to write a short

vowel plus any other consonant. As a result of this
fact, there are special combinatory symbols whiCh
have to be used to cover those situations in which
-4: cannot be used. These are shown in the folloWing
section.

Comment. The symbols =%4. Alt, and 128g are
actually "fake" short vowels. They are listed as
such because they contain
as a component, but
the true phonetic value of
here, as explained
above, is the final glottal stop / -' /.

4. Additional Vocalic Symbols
There are nine additional simple, and complex

vowel symbols for use with all syllable-closing con-,
sonants except / -9/, as explained above. Five are

for short vowels and the rest are for long vowels or
vowel clusters. In the chart on p. 18 a dash shows
the position to be assumed by the initial consonant,
a diagonal replaces the syllable-closing consonant.

18

Vocalic Symbols Used with Syllable-Closing Cons.

f/

.27

/-a-/ + C. See Comment 1.

Atli

--/

1/

/ -yy -/ + C

gr

i--/

d

L`,/

/-e-/ + O. See Comment 2.

A

/-e-/ + 0

/
d

-/

/-o-/ + C. ZERO symbol.

--Z/

10/

/-3-/ + C. Rarely used.

177

0,./

/-se-/ + C except U.

1---1.1

t-U

/ -as j/. See Comment 3.

1/

-1/

fir/

/-ua-/ + C.

NNNAANMIUNNAANNNNAJNNNNNNNOVNAJNIVAINNNNMAAMMMMNMNNNNNNNNNAIN

Comment 1. The symbol =7 used in writing short
/-a-/ plus C is called /m&jhan'aakttad/
turning in the air."
4

Comment 2. The vowel shortening symbol - used
with /-e-/, /-e-/, and occasionally /-o-/ is
called /mAjtijkhdu/. It cannot be used if tonal
markers are required.
Comment 3. This symbol is actually the long
vowel /-ee-/ plus /-j /, but since there is no
such phonetic combination in Thai, the written
combination can be used for /-eaj/ without ambiguity.
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3. Examples of the Vocalic Symbols
The rules for the ways to indicate tones have not
yet been given. The reader should therefore reserve
all questions about the why of the tonal indiiiiions
in the phonetic transcriptions below until he has
read the chapter on the tonal markers (pp. 25-40).
The explanation of the special devices used in the
table below is as follows:
F

"final, i.e. not followed by added cons.
to be pronounced in the same syllable"

40

"followed by a syllable-closing consonant,'

Symbol
F

Example

Transcription

MO/ will, shall

"

+0

-6:7

fiii

/wan/ day

F

-1

In

/maa/ to come

Same

1111

/caan/ plate

+IQ

^
F

-

fi

/t11/ to criticize

+0

Same

OU

/hin/ stone, rock

0

/mii/ to have

4
F

+0

Same

iU

/piin/ to climb

4
1

F

/01/ (Var. form of the
interrog. particle)

+IC

Same

fi4

/dye to pull

20

Symbol

Example

Transcription
/myy/ hand

4

P

II

Os

+0

:.!)

MI

/khyyn/ night

7

1

/eV/ to be stuffed

Same

V4

/th60/ sack, bag

4

+0

to

1

+0

Same

F
+0

VII

/thbug/ to be right

L-.:

LW;

/t49/ to kick

I-1/

lidlIJ

/tem/ to be full

I-.

+0

/duu/ to look

01

/thee/ to pour

MN

/phlee0/ song

Same

F

W-:

lia:

/1i9/ and

+ 0.

U21/

Lt

/khge to be hard, firm

U-

MI

/lee/ to see, watch

Same

UN

/devil to be red

+ 0

o

1-:

In:

/t6'/ table

+0

Zero

du

/fan/ rain

F

1-

In

/too/ to be big, large

Same

1114

/M 0/ o'clock

F

21

Symbol
F

Example

Transcription
/k59/

L.-1z

island

4/

Mg/ (Emphatic particle)

F

-t

/phoo/ to be enough

+0

Same

004

/1331)/ to try

F

-z)t

pit

/phna9/ (onom. for sound
of slapping, banging) RARE

F

/bua/ lotus
-)/

1111.1

/buam/ to swell, be swollen

4
Lfitl:

/dial/ quick as a flash
RARE

A

IOU

/mia/ wife

Same

th4

/siav)/ sound, tone, noise

4

1"-4 tit

F
+0

F

l...-0:

AZ

F

A

A

/rya/ boat, ship

Same

tliAl

/ryan/ house

F

I-tt

itAt

/j69/ a whole lot

F

1--D

110

/thee/ you (familiar)

+0

tn/

th

/dean/ to walk, proceed

+U

l-ti

WU

/neaj/ butter

+0

/9ka9/ (name of the symbol
shown) EXTREMELY RARE

22

Symbol

Example

Transcription
/kham/ word
/ca j/ heart, spirit (fig.)

F

1

111

/pa j/ to go

Paw/ to take
NNNNNMNNNNAINNNNNMNNNNNNNNNANNNNNNNVYNNNNNNNNNNAMINNNNN

Additional remarks concerning the use of the
last four symbols are given in the next section.

6. Short and Long Vowels Plus Sonorants

A very few short and long vowel plus sonorant
combinations are written by means of special symbols, all of which have already been given.

All

remaining short and long vowel plus sonorant combinations are written out in full, i.e. one uses
the proper +IC vowel symbol followed by the appro-

priate consonant letter. Although two ways of writing /-aj/ have already been learned, two other
ways, both of rare occurrence, are found.

These,

together with selected samples of other vowel plus
sonorant combinations, are illustrated on the following pages (pp. 23-24).

Warning
Two of the most commonly used final sonorants
are U and 1. and in most cases they are to be read

as /-j/ and /-w/, respectively. However, they also
occur as components of complex vowel symbols already
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learned (p. 15), and when they are used in this way

they are NEVER read as /-j/ and /-4 To 'avoid all
confusion on this point the student is urged to memorize the following rules:

A
-11)

t.-1

-IU

is ALWAYS read /-ia/.

is ALWAYS read /-ua/, NEVER /-aw/.
is the ONLY way to write /-aw/.
is ALWAYS read /-uaj/.

7. Examples of Vowel plus Sonorant Combinations
A. READ WITH FINAL / -J/

Phon. Value

Writing Example

Transcription

/-aj/

.1-

*inn

/klaj/ to be far

/-aj/ RARE.

1-U

siVIU

/thaj/ Thai

/ -aj/ (20)

tt-

ittit

/ -au/ RARE

4

11

/phaj/ danger

/-aaj/

-'w

IIU.

/khdaj/ to sell

/-uaj/

-IU

t1U

/sdaj/ to be pretty

/-Yai/

AU

MU

/-Be ii

l-li

MU

/rgaj/ to be continuous
/khsej/ ever

111

/khuj/ to chat
/dooj/ by, with

/-uj/

;LI

/khraj/ who, anyone

/-ooj/

1-U

IfIU

/-33/

2!tu

udonuiltu /35gj5j/ disheveled

/-03.J/

-ft

Offli

/133j/ to float

NNNNNNNNNAJNINNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNWNNNNAINNAONNNN
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B. READ WITH FINAL /-w/
Phon. Value

Writing

/-aw/

"11

/ -aaw/

Example

Transcription

L/1

/raw/ we

/11)

/khlaw/ to be white

/-iaw/

/khlaw/ to be green

11

/- iw/

1

/hiw/ to be hungry

a

/rew/ to be fast

/-ew/

/-eew/

V-1

161

/leew/ to be bad

/-eew/

U-1

4U1

/meow/ cat

NAINAANNNAONNNNNNNNNNNAINA,NNNNNNNNAIMNNNNNNNAJNNNNNNNAINAMY

C. READ WITH FINAL /-m, -n, -n/

/-am/
/-am/ RARE

/dam/ to be black

41

/kram/ gram (< Fr.)

/-aam/

/slam/ three

/-uam/

/stem/ to put on

/-an/

/man/ fat, oil

/-aan/

/nean/ work; ceremony

/,aon/

/noon/ to lie (down)

influ

/-yan/
/-on/

-4

/-oon/

1-1

fl4

1n4

wear

/dyen/ moon, month
/lon/ to descend
/koon/ to be crooked

NNIVAINNNNNWNNNNNAANNNNNNNNAINNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNISAMMNNNNNN

Comment. The above is only a small sample of
the combinations with final /-m, -n, -4/1 but
most of such combinations are entirely regular.

Irregular ways of writing final /-an/ and /-oon/
are described and illustrated on pp. 55-56.

CHAPTER III

THE TONAL MARKERS
1. Types of Syllables

There are two main types of syllables in Thai
which must be distinguished in order to understand
the rules for writing the tones. Using the terminology adopted by the Thai themselves, we may call,
them 'give" syllables and "dead" syllables. Their

characteristics are described below.
(1) Live syllables comprise the following:
A. All syllables ending in a long vowel or in a
vowel cluster, e.g.
ni

/kaa/ crow

011

/haa/ head

/sli/ color

at

/sfa/ tiger

In the
B. All syllables ending in a ponorant.
spoken language this is either a semivowel,

i.e. /-j, -w/, or a nasal, i.e. /-ms

-*/.

In the written language it is ' semivowel, a
nasal, or a liquid (i.e. sounds which in initial position are pronounced /1-, r-/), but
syllable-final liquids are normally pronounced
/-n/, p. 54. Examples:

fil1

ge

/faj/ fire

111

/nam/ to lead

/daaw/ star

am

/lom/ wind

/diaw/ single

&A

/mYald town

/slin/ moral

1117

code

25

/khuan/ should,
ought to
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(2) Dead syllables comprise the following:

A. All syllables ending in a short vowel. In
most cases these are pronounced as a short,
vowel plus, glottal, stop (see p. 17 and cf.

paragraph B below). Examples:
It

/eV/ will

Utit

wit

/te9/ to kick

lUB:

/1i9/ and

/j '/ a whole
lot
If this short vowel is not in word-final po-

sition, the glottal stop may be dropped. Alternate tonal pronunciations are then possible, the first being a spelling and also a
slow speech pronunciation, the second a rapid
speech pronunciation. Syllables of the second
type may be conveniently called "neutralized"
syllables. Examples:
$i:Le

/thdlee/ N /thalee/ sea

4
14147

/tArli/ N /burii/ cigar, cigarette

B. All syllables ending in a stop consonant, i.e.

a "dead" consonant. In the spoken language
this is always a voiced unreleased stop. In
the written language it may be a voiced stop,

voiceless unaspirated stop, voiceless,aspirated stop, or voiceless spirant, but all of
these are normally pronounced as their homorganic voiced stops in syllable-final position;
see pp. 56-58. Examples:
au

/sib/ ten

In

/r6d/ to water 0

Alub/ picture

ia

/r6d/ car

iuJA

/pied/ eight

/r6d/ taste

ll1fl

/mAag/ much

lb

/hlib/ box
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"Dead" syllables often need to be further
distinguished depending on whether they contain a short or a 1.2as vowel. This is explained in the following sections.
2. The Tonal Markers and Their Names

All tonal markers are superscripts. They are
placed over the initial consonant of the syllable
whose tone they mark. But if the syllable begins in
a consonant cluster, the tonal marker is placed over
the second of the two consonants. And if that sylla-

ble already has a superscript vowel, the tonal mark
er is placed above the vowel.
Symbol

Name

Transdription

Liman

/mAreeg/ "first sticW i.e. lot

1

tonal marker
Low or falling tone (see below)
'- 41)4

/m4jthoo/ 2nd tonal marker
Falling or high tone (see below)

""

1

/m4jtrii/ 3rd tonal marker
High tone

111411111

/m4jchdthwaa/ 4th tonal marker
Rising tone.

The tonal values of these markers depend upon
two conditioning factors, (1) the class of the syllable-initial consonant; see pp. 10-13, and (2) the
nature of the syllable with which they are used,
i.e. whether it is "live" or "dead "; see pp. 25-26.
The rules are given in the following sections.
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3. Tonal Markers and MIDDLE Consonants
A. Live Syllables
When used with a MIDDLE consonant initiating a
live syllable the four tonal markers indicate the
low, falling, high, and rising tones, respectively.
Absence of a marker indicates the middle tone.

MIDDLE CONSONANT gm LIVE SYLLABLE
Marker

Value

Example

Transcription

(none)

Middle

111

/pall/ to toss

Low

111

/Oa/ forest

Falling

111

/pAa/ elder aunt

ONO

*

*

A

*

*

*

*

*

*

A

High

in

Rising

in

/kW to be chic (< Chin.)

11

/etia/ yes? (ans. when
called--intimate)

4

/koe/ to be counterfeit
(< Chinese)

4

NNOVAWNNNNNNOWOANNMAINNAINNAINNNIUNNNNNNAMINNNNNNMAINAINNNNMN

Normal and Rare Tones
The normal tones for MIDDLE consonants with live
syllables are the first three, i.e. those above the
row of asterisks. The last two tones are relatively
rare and are found mostly in the following types of
words: (1) particles, (2) onomatopoetic or affective
words, (3) recent loanwords taken from Chinese or
English.
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B. Dead Syllables

When used with a MIDDLE consonant initiating a
dead syllable, the same rules apply except that absence of a marker indicates the low tone.

MIDDLE CONSONANT Wm DEAD SYLLABLE

Marker Value
(none)

Low

*

*

Example

Transcription

it

/eV/ will, shall

ih

/cad/ to prepare

llfltl

/bbog/ to say to

Falling

*

*

*

*

*

*

it

/OW yes (intimate)

1U

/t0b/ (imitative similar

V
BlA

/nag/ (imit. of vomit-

to Eng. "thud ")

ing sound)
High

/t6'/ table (< Chinese)

1t1t

A

/odg/ Chinese person

tin

(informal) (< Chin.)

ilA
*

*

*

Rising

*

/cdag/ pure (of white)
(restr. modifier)
*

*

*

*

it

*
*

*

*

*
*

/049/ yes? (ans. when
called -- intimate)

AtimAANNAANNNAINNNNNNNNNwNNNNAWAANNINAMmeoNAwNNAINNNNINNAINAJAWN
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Points to Remember
(1) The first tonal marker is NEVER used with
dead syllables since thi-loW tone is shown by abeel-IC.3 of a marker.

(2) The middle tone does not occur with eead
syllables except as an alternate pronunciation of
the short-vowel subvariety known as "neutralized"
syllables (p. 26).

Normal and Rare Tones
The most common tonal indication for doad syllables initiated by a MIDDLE consonant is the low
tone shown by absence of a marker. The remaining
tones occur only with particles, onomatopoetic or
affective words, and with recent Chinese or English
loanwords (cf. p. 28).
For all practical purposes one can say that the
fourth tonal marker is NEVER used in dead syllables.
The one and only such example that has been found in
the recent Thai-Thai Dictionary is the one given. It
is obviously a shortened or "clipped" form of /eta/
(see p. 28) which has the same usage.
4. Tonal Markers and HIGH Consonants
A. Live Syllables
There are only three tones used with live syllables initiated by HIGH consonants. These are the
Lism tone, shown by absence of a marker, and the
los and fallinj tones, shown by the 1st and 2nd
tonal markers, respectively. Other tones are taken
care of in the writing system by the use of IOW consonants, as shown in the next section (pp. 32 -34).
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HIE CONSONANT WITH LIVE SYLLABLE
Marker

Value

(none)

Rising

01

/khaw/ he, she, they

Low

01

/khtim/ knee

Falling

t11

/khaw/ to enter

Example

Transcription

V

AMINANVAVVIVIVNIVAMINAAVIVAINIVAINNAMINNNNNANVAINNINNIMVAINOVAINAINNAINNNAIN

B. Dead Syllables
When a HIGH consonant initiates a dead syllable
absence of a tonal marker indicates the low tone.
Any other tonal indication is RARE under these circumstances, but see the fourth example below.
HIGH CONSONANT WITH DEAD SYLLABLE

Marker Value
(none)

Low

Example

Transcription

LL

/cad)/ to be damp, wet

flu

/sib/ ten

/tMug/ to be right

""

Falling

Mi)

/Wallis/ very (of degree
of obesity)
(restr. modifier)

NNVVMNINNAINNNNNNNevNAIMNNNNNNNNNNNIVNNNNNNNNNMNNWONMAAMNNNN
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5. Tonal Markers and LOW Consonants
A. Live Syllable4
When a LOW consonant initiates a live syllable,
absence of a Marker indicates the middle tone, the
let marker indicates the falling tone, and the 2nd
marker indicates thelligh tone.
LOW CONSONANT WITH 1/11 SYLLABLE

Marker Value
(none)

Example

Transcription

Middle

Wei

/thaa/ to smear

Falling

WI

/thda/ port

High

Y11

/thda/ to dare

NIVAANO,WYNNANINANSANNNAINNAIN

B. Dead Syllables
When a LOW consonant initiates a dead syllable,
it makes a difference whether the vowel is SHORT or
LONG.

If the vowel is SHORT, abSence of a marker indir
cater the
tone, and in rare instances the lst
marker is used to indicate the falling tone. Moreover, with vowels not normally marked as short (except in those cases where 7 finditijkhdu/ can be
used; see p. 18) the lst marker indicates a SHORT
vowel under the palling tone.
If the vowel is LONG, absence of a marker indicates the telling tone, and in rare instances the
2nd marker is used to indicate the high tone.
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gONSONANT En SHORT VOWEL
Marker Value
(none)

High

REAR IX

Example

Transcription

OZ

/10/ to abandon

db

Mb/ to be secret

*

*

a

*

*

Falling

*

*

_BLK

*

/kh&'/ yes (woman sp.)

AllakhAg/ very (of degree of obesity)
atnuan

/15gleg/ to be restless,
shifty, inattentive

NNNINNNANuNNNN"tovNNNNNNIVAINAIAAVNANYNAAweveuNNNNAINNINNA0NNNNNN

LOW CONSONANT WITH LO
Marker

Value

(none)

Falling
*
High

*

VOWEL

Example

n REAR ELWEL2

Transcription
/phOud/ to talk, say

*

*

l

fl

*

*

*

*

/chded/ shirt (< Eng.)

NA"MON,WNNNPANNNMPONNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNWNWNN,VNNNNNNNAANNNN

Rare Tones
The use of the 1st marker with a short vowel in

dead syllables occurs almost exclusively with parti
cles, and these are few in number. In any other circumstances it is extremely rare.
The use of the 2nd marker with a long vowel in
dead syllables is also very rare and occurs almost
exclusively in certain loanwords from English. Such
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words are also sometimes spelled with the 3rd marker
instead of the 2nd, but this is considered incorrect
by many, viz.
tin

/chded/ shirt (< Eng.)

The 2nd marker is used because it is associated with
the high tone when used with LOW consonants, while
the 3rd marker is used by some because it is unambiguously associated with the high tone through its
use in that function with MIDDLE consonants (p. 29).
6. The Pairing of HIGH and LOW Consonants
The HIGH consonants (p. 12) are always voiceless
Aspirated stops or voiceless spirants, and for each
HIGH consonant (or set of HIGH consonants identically pronounced) there is a corresponding LOW consonant
(or set of LOW consonants identically pronounced.)

This "pairing" of the HIGH and LOW aspirated stops
and spirants is shown in the chart below.
The obsolete letters of the velar series are omitted.
ASPIRATED STOPS AND SPIRANTS
HIGH

t

LOW

11

11j

1

DU

d

ti 14 fl

Yi

/1

1

11

t 01

11 11

1

YI

11

Yi 31

In order to learn the proper spelling of Thai
syllables beginning in aspirated stops or spirants
it is necessary to keep these two series in mind at
all times and to be able to shift from a HIGH to a
LOW aspirated stop or spirant at a moment's notice.
The reason for this is that it is impossible to incate the five tones used with live syllable.% and
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the three normally used with dead syllables without
Using both series of consonants. The manner in which
this shifting takes place in live syllables is illustrated in the chart below. A DASH indicates that
the syllable having the tone indicated cannot be
written with the consonant series indicated.

LOW Au HIGH SERIES IE LIVE SYLLABLES
T .ne

LOW

Mit ile

1114

Low

HIGH

Transcription
/khaal)/ jaw

114

/khhan/ top (toy)

114

LOW /khAan/ long-tailed
monkey

1

Falling

1414

HIGH /khilav/ side

High

1114

Rising

erlb

/khian/ to remain over
114

/khlard egg (< Caleb.)

NAINNMMNNMNNNNNNNNNOVNNNNNNNAANNAINNANYNNNNAINNNNNNNAININN

The chart reveals that in live syllables the
falling tone may be written either way, but no other
ambiguity exists. As far as pronunciation is concerned it makes no difference whether a HIGH or a
LOW consonant is used. However, certain words must
It thus
be spelled one way, others the other way.
turns out that some homonyms are distinguished in
writing by this means. But homonyms are also distinguished by employing different identically pronounced HIGH or LOW consonants.
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The manner of shifting from the LOW to the HIGH
series in dead syllables is illustrated below. The
rare tones are omitted (see pp. 31 and 33).
LOW AND HIGH SERIES IN DEAD SYLLABLES,
Tone

LOW

HIGH

Transcription

tb

/khab/ to drive

Short Vowel
Low
High

/khdb/ to be tight

fi11

Long Vowel

UM

Low
Falling

0111

MAW region, section
/thecb/ almost, nearly

NnoNiwyNAINNNNNAHVAINNNNAINNNNNNNAINNNINNAINAPNNNNMVIYNNNNNNIV

7. The Conversion of Sonorants
All consonant symbols read as voiced sonorants
are inherently LOW.

In order to have a means by
which all five tones may be written with syllables
beginning in a voiced sonorant it is necessary to
have some method of converting the LOW series of
voiced sonorants into HIGH consonants. The device
used for this purpose is to place the HIGH consonant m Alb hlib/ in front of the LOW sonorant which
is to be converted. See the chart on p. 38.
When VI serves in this function it is known as
11 1t1 /1133 nam/ "h- preceding" (or "h- leading") and

is not pronounced. The resulting cluster of conson-
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Ants is then treated as a HIGH consonant acid the

Value of the tonal markers used is the same as for
the inherently HIGH consonants (pp. 30-31). This
is illustrated in the charts below and on the fol.'
lowing page. The tonal markers and superscript
Vowels are placed over the second consonant of the
cluster.

CONVERTED HIGH SONORANT IN LIVE SYLLABLE

Example

Transcription

Rising

VAll

/nla/ to be thick

Low

46111

/Molds/ custard apple

Falling

=1

/nAa/ face; front

Marxer Value
(none)

OWN

NNNNNNNNNNNOVAANNNWNNNAINNNNNNNNMNNNNMNNNNNNNWNNNNNNNN

CONVERTED HIGH SONORANT IN am SYLLABLE

Marker Value
(none)

Low

Example

Transcription

(WM

/mb9/ to be suitable,
fit, fitting

/jib/ to pick up

vain

/11ig/ to evade

NIWINNNNNNNNWNMNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNINAMWWWWwWWV

Just as LOW aspirated stops and spirants are
paired with HIGH aspirated stops and spirants (see
p. 34), so unconverted LOW sonorants are paired with
converted HIGH sonorants, as shown on the following
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page. As far 43 the writer has been able to ascertain, two of the sonorants, W and to do not happen
to occur in converted form and they are therefore
omitted,
SONORANTS

WW

1

HIGH

U4

Ug

140

Ul

The chart immediately below illustrates the way
in which all five of the tones may be written with
syllables beginning in a voiced sonorant. Both unconverted and converted sonorants must be used, and
the proper spelling of words involving the ambiguity
in respect to the falling tone (compare p. 35) must
always be memorised.

LOW An HIGH SONORANTS IN LIVE SYLLABLES
Tone

LOW

Middle

Ul

Low

---

%MUM

/n5cjall/ custard apple

Falling

UI

14141

LOW

HIGH

Transcription
/naa/ paddy field

L

Alla/ inducing to,

-able (e.g. lovg1)
HIGH /nAa/ face; front

High

111

.1111.

/niia/ younger maternal

uncle or aunt
/nda/ to be thick
NVVNNNNINAINAANNNAVVNAAMJAWNNION
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LOW M Hall SONORANTS IN DEAD SYLLABLES
Tone

LOW

HIGH

Transcription

Short Vowel

Low

/lab/ to close (the eyes)
tl

Mb/ to be secret

Low

---

Aviag/ areca nut

Falling

uln

/Meg/ to be much; very

High
Long Vowel

"AvNevnkvAmitovevevmnroninininmwvevAnvmumvfonsvnuvnavvvivAsnmvivivmvovivivivrWu

Rare Tones
Rare tones (i.e. the lst tonal marker with a
short vowel in a dead syllable and the 2nd tonal
marker with a long vowel in a dead syllable) occasionally occur with unconverted LOW sonorants.

The remarks on p. 33 therefore pertain to sonorants as well as to aspirated stops and spirants.
Examples;

1113

/al/ (particle used to
call attention to smthg.)

111;1

/n6od/ notes (<: Eng.)

Comment. The consonant

is not the only si-

lent letter used for purposes of conversion.
The consonant t has a similar use in rare instances. See the following section.

8. Special Method of Converting the
Palatal Semivowel

In the modern Thai language there are

our common words in which the sonorant U is converted into
a MIDDLE consonant by means of a preceding b. When
used in this function 0 is known as 0 0 Pp* nam/
"glottal stop - preceding" ("glottal stop - leading ")
and is ad pronounced.

FOUR WORDS SPELUD WITH 0 0
Spelling

Transcription

tUl

/gm/ don't, do not

(prohibitive)

/jtu/ to stay, remain, be at (a place)

.004

/JAW kind, sort, variety; like

buil)

/jhag/ to wish, wish to

All other instances in which ti precedes a sonorant,

including other instances in which it precedes U.
are covered by a different set of rules. See the

discussion and examples on pp. 50 and 52-53.
Comment. The spelling of the four words shown
above must be memorized. Two of them are homonyms
with other words spelled with VI O. viz.

Spelling

Transcription
/jAa/ to divorce

vuln

(spouse)

/jAag/ (see the two examples below)

mint&

/jkagjta/ discarded material

ninit;

/jAagjAj/ cobwebs

CHAPTER IV

INITIAL CONSONANTS
1. Regular and Irregular Initial Consonants
A study of the list of ebnsonants (pp. 6-9) shows
that a great many of them have identical pronunciations in initial position. The distinction between
those of the HIGH and those of the LOW series is a
necessary one for the purpose of indicating the various tones (pp.34-36). But even after allowance for

this distinction has been made, there still remain
many consonants of identical pronunciation within the
same series.
It is therefore advantageous to know
which of two or more identically pronounced consonants of the same series may be considered the regular
spelling for a given consonant sound and which may be
considered irregular. See the chart below.
Pronunciation
Initially

Regular
Spelling

Irregular
Spelling

STOPS
k-

MIDDLE

kh- HIGH

fl
1

kh- LOW
c-

MIDDLE

1

ch- HIGH

ch- LOW
d-

MIDDLE

t-

MIDDLE

1

OI

a.
f1

0
41

Very rarely IL

42

Regular
Spelling

Pronunciation
initially

Irregular
Spelling

STOPS(OONT.)
th HIGH
th- LOW

1A

I, It), v.

atlt

is

also read /d -/ MIDDLE
in a few words.

b- MIDDLE
p-

maill

MIDDLE

it

ph- HIGH

ph- LOW
0-

MIDDLE

fl

SPIRANTS
HIGH
s-

0

V, t

LOW

f- HIGH
f-

LOW

h-

HIGH

h-

LOW

eMINIMMIIM

SONORANTS
LOW

LOW
m-

LOW'

j-

LOW

r-

LOW

1-

LOW

w- LOW

=11*

a

it
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Most words having irregular spelling as to initial consonants are of foreign origin (particularly
of Pali or Sanskrit origin), but not all such words
belong in this category.

Examples of common or reasonably common words
which have irregular spelling as to syllable-initial
consonant are given below,

11-

Example

Transcription

%A

/khka/ to kill

mot

/kOchee/ tree (< Oamb.)
Not a common word. VERY RARE cons.

ATAD1A3J

/kArAgkadaakhom/ July
Additional irregularities in this
and the following examples are
discussed in later sections.

fr

/pAtlb &d/ to do, act

1-

j114:

/thlanAl/ status, position

1-

Mt

/thee/ you (sp. to intimates)

wril

/naathii/ minute (of time)
Here 'PI

%hitt

is /th-/ LOW.

/bandid/ pundit

Here%

is /d-/ MIDDLE.

/thaw/ to be old, aged

10-

Mill

A-

A1A

/phAag/ part, section

$11141

/phaasla/ language

0-

IAA

/sbog/ sorrow; to be sorrowful

til-

M

/MP/ at, in, of (place or time)

g-

11 1

/jag/ grass

0-

101, 1*1

/kiilaa, kIlaa/ sport (s) athletics
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2. Initial Consonant Clusters
and Groupings

All sorts of consonants may be written adjacent
to one another at the beginning of the syllable but
not all of these are pronounced as consonant clusters. Therefore only those which can be pronounced
as true clusters will hereafter be called "consonant
clusters." Those which cannot be so pronounced are
termed "consonant groupings."
Syllable initial consonant clusters and groupings

fall into three general subclasses:

(1) Those pro-

nounced as true consonant clusters, p. 46; (2) those

pronounced as single consonants, pp. 47-40; and, as
the most numerous subclass, (3) those pronounced
in two syllables with intervening unwritten vowel,

.

pp.49-53. There is one general tonal rule which normally holds for all of these subclasses, viz.
If the second consonant is a sonorant the initial-consonant is normally the governing con-.
sonant and the cluster or.growis. classified

as MIDDLE, HIGH, or LOW depending on the classification of the first consonant. Examples:
P
tun

/klAa/ to dare

11U

/khwAan/ ax

Y2O3J

/phrSpm/ to'be ready, set

Sporadic exceptions are discussed on pp.52-53.
The arrangement of accompanying tonal and vocalic
symbols with respect to clusters and groupings is
also important. The rules follow:(1) All vowel syMbola. which follow single consonants are placed after

the second consonant of-the cluster or the grouping.
(2) Those which precede single consonants are placed
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before the first consonant except in circumstances
described on pp, 52-53.
(3) All tonal markers and
superscript vowel symbols are written over the second consonant.
(4) All subscript vowel symbols are
written under the second consonant.

(5) Each part
of a complex vowel symbol is subject to that one of

the preceding rules which is appropriate to it. The
examples below illustrate these rules in order.
(1)

Val

/plaa/ fish
/tAlAad, to -/ market

(2)

iuh

/plee/ to translate

0104

/phleen/ song

Ar4

/khri1.4/ time, instance

110A

/chinid

(4)

hi

/khruu/ teacher

(5)

Milt

/phr$1/ because

(3)

cha-/ kind, sort

/slogs, sa-/ to be even;
always

_

Syllables which begin in t consonant cluster.or
grouping, and contain the short unwritten o-vowel
followed by a consonant will be written as three consonants in a row, e.g.
fl

/klom/ to be round
/thAndn, tha-/ street

3. True Consonant Clusters
The phonetic composition of true consonant clusters is (1) an unaspirated or aspirated voiceless

stop followed by (2) NI /1 /, or /w/. The Wirt on
the following page shows the permissible clusters
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arranged according to series (as determined by the
first consonant).

PERMISSIBLE CONSONANT CLUSTERS
MIDDLE

nt

na

n1

HIGH

lt

16

LOW

At

110

m:

Us

Un

11

Ut

Ott

111

tt

110

Examples

nt

At4
V
nel

/kro3/ cage
/klaa/ to dare

1

nl

nli

/kwia/ more than.

fit-

11:4

/trim/ to be straight

UP-

Ott

/prAtuu, pra-/ door

lift-

11tH

/plaa/ fish

tile)

/cawkhrda/ rich man

1110-

1104

/khl5oe herd (of elephants)

11-

111

/khwila/ right (side)

RARE

Utlift-

;t1U6

/phlle/ (a) wound

4

Pa-

ifin4

/khrkae instrumentation

114-

MI1U

/khldaj/ to resemble

Po

hit

/khwan/ smoke

li4d

/phemnii/ tomorrow

1010

/phlooj/ precious stone

Note that some of the "irregular" initial consonants (pp. 41-42) coinciding in pronunciation with some
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of those above (e.g. 0, 3. I. 11, g) do not happen

to occur in true clusters.

4. Special Initial Consonant Groupings
Pronounced as Single Consonants
Initial consonant groupings pronounced as single
consonants always have 7 as their second consonant.
In general one need only remember that the / is silent.

One combination, however, is unique in that

the pronounced consonant bears no relation to either
of the component written consonants (rule 1 below).
Rule 1. The combination VI-is usually pronoUnced
/8/ and the series is LOW.

Pronounced /8-/ LOW

VI-

111111

/saaj/ (1) sand. (2) hog-deer

VIM

/810/ to know (elegant word)
/saj/ banyan (tree)

t74

/sov/ (1) form, structure. (2) Precedes verbs if sp. of royalty.

OM;

/sib/ wealth, money
(The new symbol - is a cancellation
sign, p. 63.)
/mid/ to subside, drop (as into chair)

n7:11:14

kra-/ ministry (of govlt)

Rule 2. The combinations MI-and 0- are usually
pronounced /s/, HIGH series.
Pronounced /s-/ HIGH
fit-

rif

LMININ

/sit/ splendor, excellence, glory
/s4edthakid, -tha-/ economics

/sbedthli/ rich person, millionaire

/saw/ to be sad, sorrowful
/sbogstiw/ to be sad, sorrowful

dt

AI

iu

11;14

/sSej/ neck ornament, bracelet

/sian/ to get sober

0

Man/ to build, construct

oh

/s4d/ to be finished, through
/prAsbsd, pra-/ to be excellent

et

/010/ (1) pond. (2) to shampoo

Comment. The last example above, comprising
two homonyms, is additionally & homograph with
still another word of different pronunciation
and meaning (see the rules on pp. 49-50), viz.
07:

/dark', sa-/ vowel

Rule 3. In one important and very common word the

combination it is pronounced /e/, MIDDLE series.
Pronounced /e-/ MIDDLE

It

V,4

/ci4/ to be true, sincere

In other instances this combination is not so pronounced (see p. 50).

Exceptions
Every one of the combinations discussed in this

section can also be pronounced in accordance with
the rules given in the immediately folloWing section (pp. 49 -50). The spelling rules are therefore

entirely arbitrary and the examples in bOtheeptiOne
must be memorized for ease in reading and writing.
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5. Initial Consonant Groupings Pronounced
in Two Syllables

Initial consonant groupings which are not or cannot be pronounced as true clusters (pp. 45-46) or as

single consonants (pp. 47-48) are pronounced in two
syllables by the intrusion of an unwritten vowel after the first of the two consonants. In most cases
this intruded vowel is /-a-/, as described below;
but in rare instances it is /-33-/N /-o-/, as discussed on pp. 51-52.

The normal roles for determining the tones of
the intruded Ayllable and the syllable which follows
it are given below with examples. Exceptions are
illustrated on pp. 52-53.
A. HIGH Consonant Preceding

A preceding HIGH consonant converts a following
low sonorant into a HIGH consonant. Both syllables
are then pronounced according to the rules for HIGH
consonants. In rapid speech, however, the first syl-

lable (containing the intruded /-a-/) is subject to
a neutralization of tone. This means that the vowel
is pronounced on a middle twit.- This pronunciation
is shown below as a variant after a comma.

Ida

/simile, sal./ to be even; always

td1UU

/simian, sa-/ olerk, office worker

OUU

/thin6n, tha-/ street, road

dfi

/Orin, fa-/ Occidental
ikhijii, kha -/ to squeeze, crush

/sands, ea./ to have fun, be amused
guun

/phanteg, pha-/ department

talk

/chaliad, cha-/ to be clever

BO
B. MIDDLE Consonant Preceding
A preceding MIDDLE consonant converts a followirgLOW sonorant into a MIDDLE consonant. Both syllables are then pronounced according to the rules
for MIDDLE consonants.
In rapid speech the first
syllable is subject to neutralization.
11,V

/careen, ca-/ to progress, advance

084

/t&liv, ta-/ bankv shore
//h0j, 'a -/ to be delicious

Panbn, la-/ grape
nun

/kanbg, ka-/ gold (literary word)

/thlag, ta-/ to be amusing, humorous
/talhad, ta-/ market, market place
1)fl

/camWg, ca-/ nose
C. Unconverted, Consonants

With all other combinations of consonants no conversions take place. Therefore each of the two consonants governs the tone of its own syllable in accordance with the rules for its own series, whatever
that may be.
In rapid speech neutralization occurs..
41J1U

sa-/ to be well, comfortable

a

/siti/, sa-/ mind, consciousness

001V

/sithlanii, sa-/ station (railroad)

/sahlaj, sa-/ friend
/siphaa, sa-/ house, body (organization)

/chaphP, cha-/ to be special
)441:

/thdhlan, tha-/ soldier, member of an
armed force
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tat

/chinid, cha-/ kind; sort, variety

WU1

/phAmita, pha-/ Burma; Burmese

utn

/ndr6g, na-/ hell

D. Variations in Spelling
Prior to the appearance of the latest Thai dictionary issued, by the Ministry of Education in 1950,

some of the words listed under C above were spelled
with written -I inserted after the first consonant.
The McFarland Thai-English Dictionary, widely used
by English-speaking students of Thai, was issued before the time of this change and therefore has the
old spelling for such words. A few oxamples are:

New Way Old Way

Transcription

MOM

/chAph$9, cha-/ to be special

tat:

igat

/chtinid, cha-/ kind, sort, variety

1411

11:141

/phdmia, pha-/ Burma; Burmese

Many other words having similar sound combinations
are still spelled with
'eta

ViZte

e.g.

cha-/ gibbon

/thdlee, tha-/ sea

For other examples the student is referred to the
writer's THAI VOCABULARY (ACLS, 1955).
6. The Intruded Vowel /-33-/ N

In special cases an initial consonant grouping
which cannot be pronounced as a true consonant cluster is pronounced in two syllables by the

intrusion

of /-ap-/ or sometimes /-a-/ in rapid tscolicl. if the
first consonant is MIDDLE or LOW. Most of tt-, group-

82
itigs which come in this category contain U. M. In.

or I followed by t. but other types of examples occur sporadically. (Any additional spelling irregularities in the examples below are taken up later.)
1)--

/b3protn, bo-/ supreme

IJW

/bocribuun, In-/ to be complete

146U

/bccriween, b*-/ environs, vicinity

Lill

/baorisAd, bc-/ company, firm

apt

/b*prisM, bc-/ to be pure
9a-..-bo-/ head of a
department

14541

/moorrikbd, mpra-/ emerald

utfin

impor4dbg, mora-/ inheritance
mara-/ monsoon

VI

VI

Mt11114

/thoorAmaan, thora-/ to persecute

1161

/thoorAnii, thora-/ the world, earth

1111

/coorlikh8e, cora-/ crocodile

11100

/m41153r4s8b, ma-..-ra-/ (an) entertainment

7. Exceptions in the Treatment of
Consonant Groupings
It may be stated as a general rule that an ini-

tial HIGH or MIDDLE consonant will govern the tone
a following LOW sonorant when no written vowel
intervenes (pp. 49-50),but this rule is not an invariable one. In some cases a following LOW sonor.!

In such cases, too, the nor
t ally proposed 1.- and 1-, vowels will be placed in
front of the second instead of the first consonant;
ant:will remain LOW.
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see, for instance, the third example cited below.
The unconverted LOW sonorant is underlined in the
phonetic transcription below.

Any additional spell-

ing irregularities are explained later.

Unconverted LOW Sonorants
411111U

./skmaakhom, sa-/ club, society

dulin

/s4maachig, sa-/ member (of a club)

talldt

/simoos5on, sa-/ club, association
/phaahan49, -ha-/ vehicle
/prajsigii, -sa-/ mail, post
Pandjaad, 'a -/ to permit, allow
"Indmad, 'a -/ permission
/9411idthAjaa, 9a-..-tha-/ Ayutthaya
(Ayuthia)

It may Also be stated as a. general rule that when

two consonants which are written together comprise a
permissible consonant cluster they will be pronounced
as such (p. 46). But hers again there are exceptions,
as shown in the examples below.
Consonant Groupings Instead of Clusters

Non

/kirdnaa, ka-/ mercifulness

nl

/k4wii, ka-/ poet

18M1W

/phrimaan, pa-/ quantity, supply
/pArinjaa, pa-/ diploma, degree

Pantkraaj, -ta-/ harm, injury
WO:

/ph41,19, pha-/ (physical) strength

Many other examples of such exce.,,tIons can be

found in any dictionary, but most words of this type
are literary or otherwise specialized..

CHAPTER V

FINAL AND MEDIAL CONSONANTS
1. Voiced Sonorants in Final Position
There are ten voiced sonorant symbols whose pro-

nunciation in initial position is the same as the
initial letter of the naAe attached to the symbol.

As far as spelling is concerned all of these may
occur in syllable final as well as syllable initial
position. illtoprever, the only sonorant sounds whiCh

can norm
-n, -n

ly

m/.

ccur in final position are /-j, -w,

Because of this limitation some of

the wr tten, ymbols have a special pronunciation

when occurrng in syllable final position, as shown
in the chart below.
VOICED SONORANTS IN FINAL POSITION

Wool

WN

Phon. Value
when Final

Ott
-n

-w

The regular spelling for final /-n/ is 14 as is shown

by underlining in the chart above. The other symbols
represent Arregular spelling. The symbol I was originally a palatal nasal /n /, but it is no:/ pronounced
as a palatal semivowel /j-/ in initial position and
as a dental nasal /-n/ in final position. The symbols O. t, and t are all pronounced /-n/, their homorganic nasal, when found in syllable final position.
Examples of important words having irregular,
spelling in respect to syllable final voiced sonorants are shown on the following page.
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Irregular Final Sonorants

-11

-0

11101141

/primman/ about, approximately

/4
1604

/khan/ you (to equals); (title placed
before given name); goodness
/slinkhan/ to be important

0441

/sInjaa/ to promise

Mlfl

/taan/ sugar palm (tree)

3`11116

/rAdthibaan, -tha-/ the government (see

g01110

/plaawaan/ whale

Pli

/kaan/ work; act of .,.ring

p. 61 also)

/thAhllan, tha-/ soldier

01M1t

Paahlan/ food

1111

/khuan/ ought to, should

Exceptions. SoMe speakers of Thai who have
learned English will sometimes pronounce final
/-1/ in English loanwords. For such words
two
pronUnciations are shown, e.g.
1011400

/f6db3an N fddbool/ football (<Eng.)

2. Special Rules Concerning -1 and

When a single t follows another consonant and at
the eame time stands at the end of the syllable it
is pronounced k.3011/. Important examples ares
It

/ph33n/ blessing, blessings

thlit

/lAgebn/ letter of the alphabet

UPI

/nAkhoon, na-/ city

Oth,

Atikhaon, la-/ play, drama

01Utit

/simoosSon, sa -/ club, association

0111

/thaaw33n/ to be permanent, endurtng
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When double I follows a consonant

it i

pro-

nounced (1) as /-an/ if no other pronounced conson-

ant follows in the nal syllable, and (2) as /-aq
if another pronounced cniiionant does follow. Double

I is often referred to as f OU /roo hinbExampless
Double / read as /- n/

MAN

/kankraj/ soissors

inn

/banot9/ to fill

tatvn

/banthdg/ to load, load onto

UMW)

/banthaw/ to get relief, be relieved

d1t:11

/siwAn, sa-/ heaven

Double I read as /-a-/
ntsu

/kam/ misfortune; object (of a verb)

nanttu

/kislkam, ka-/ agriculture

inn

/them/ Buddhist teaching, dharma

14INA1

/thammddaa, -ma-/ to be common, ordinary (see p.60)

3. Stops and Spirants in Final Positiont
There are thirty-four consonant symbols for stops
and spirants. Of these, two of the velar stops are

no longer used in any position (p.6) and an additional six are never written in final position as consonants to be pronounced. In other words, they do not
function as syllable-olosing consonants. These six
consonants are the following:
ti

Although t doer) not occur in final position as a
consonant symbols it does occur at the end of sylla-
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bles as part or all of certain vowel symbols(p. 21),
The remaining twenty-six symbols for stops and
spirants occur as written symbols in final position,
but the majority of them have a different pronunciation in this position from what they have in Syllable initial position. the reaeon for this is that in

normal Thai speech voicelees aspirated and unaspirated stops and voiceless spirants do not occur as
The only
pronounted consonants in final position.
stops which can be pronounced in this position are
-g/ and the glottal stop
the voiced stops /-b,
/.0/. Final /-')/ is not indicated by a definite con-

sonant symbol in the writing system, but is repro
sented instead by the -1 symbol employed for short
vowels not ftllowed by a syllable-closing consonant
(pp, 15 and 17). There is therefore nothing further
to be explained about this sound as far as the writing system is concerned. The rules for the remaining stops and spirants occurring in final position
are as follows:

(1) Words which have regular spelling for the

stop sounds in final position employ ti for /1.1/,
n for / -d /, and U for / -b /.

(2) All other types of written} final stops
and spirants are Pronounced as /-g, .0, .b/ de.

pending upon their position of articulation.
Hence all having the velar position are pronounced
/ -g/, all in the palatal and dental (includin4 red,

troflex) position are pronounced /-0, and all
having the labial position are pronounced /-b/.
See the summary chart which is presented on the
following page.
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STOPS AND SPIRANTS IN FINAL POSITION

Velar

Palatal

Dental
Retro. Dent.

Labial

Voiced
Stops
Voiceleaa
Unaspirated
Stops

Voiceless
Aspirated.

Stops
Voiceless
Spirants

11

1

A0

110

rind

PHONETIC
VALUE

The six symbols mentioned on p. 56 as not occurring
in final position are omitted from the. chart. The
symbols employed in regular spelling are enlarged.
Examples of words having irregular spelling with re.
spect to final stops and spirants are shown below.
Irregular Final Stops and Spirants
tel

41

0
1

a

/18eg/ numeral, figure

/rood disease

UM

imoeg/ cloud

0/11

/tr8ad/ to inspect, examine
/phtyd/ vegetation, plants

na

/kod/ rule, law

th'InD

/praalad/ to appear, become manifest

/Aid/ state, nation
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1
-A

/wdd/ to grow, Prosper (literary)

/chiiwid/ life

-0

id

/r6d/ car

-%

111*

/bled/ baht, tical (monetary Unit)

1011

/krbod/ to he angry

--11

ill

/r(ub/ picture; form, shape

-W

All

/pheab/ picture, image

-S

fl'

/lkab/ acquisition, gain, fortune

-0

WM* /prithoed, pra./ country (nation)

4

-41

-0

/
Itheod/
punishment

Id

/r64/ taste, flavor

Exceptions
Soma speakers of Thai who haVe /earned English
sometimes pronounce syllable final /4/ and /-0/ in
recent English.loanwords. For such words two pronunciations are shown, e.g.
0110,1

/kW) N

lad

/thennid N thennis/ tennis

IcS3f/ golf (4: Eng.)
Sligo)

4. Medial Consonants-Saving
Double Function
Some medial consonants which stand before another
consonant, as far as spelling is concerned, have a

double function which may be described as follows:
(1) The consonant is pronounoed at the end of the

syllable in conformance with the rules given for
finals on Pp.54-55 (sonorants) and pp.55-59 (stops
and sPirants), and
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(2) the consonant is pronounced a second time as

a syllable on its own account with the addition
of an intruded /-a-/ after the manner of initial
consonant groupings pronounced in two syllables
(see paragraphs A and 3 below); or, in rarer instances, it initiates a new syllable pronounced
with following written vowel (paragraph 0 below).

Because of the limitations on the phonetic level in
respect to permitted final consonants, a medial consonant with double function often has two different
sounds, one in its function as a syllable finsl consonant and another in its function asa syllable initial consonant. The rules for the tones on the inliuded syllable (if any) and on the syllable which

follows it are the same as those for initial consonant groupings pronounced in two syllables(pp. 49-50).

A. Medial Sonorants with Double Function

-.II-.

luniw

/khunaphlabr -na-/ quality

1611114

/wann4r8og, -na-/ tuberculosis

007

/thinnaloon, -na-/ the sun (elegant)

1111U1A3J

/khommAnaakhom, -ma-/ communication

mum? /kammikaan, -ma-/ committee

11/1111

/thammidaa, -ma-/ to be common, ordinary
/phanriljaa, -ra-/ wife (elegant)
has
Here the second t of a double
double function. See Comment 2 and
also paragraph D below.

4P

'n'O.".

ti

MOW

/ph8n1Amdaj, -la-/ fruit (elegant)

101064

/phonAmyan, -la-/ population
Pilwajjdw40, /a-..-ja-/ organ (of the
body)
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Comment 1.

4, g, ri and I are not found in

medial position with double function,
Comment 2,

t

except when double 2

does not occur in this function
is involved. Instead medial

followed by another written consonant is pronounced

in some words as /-n/ (i.e. as a syllable final)and
in other words
/-rd-/ (i.e. as a syllable in its
own right), but not in both functions, e.g.
111t1

/maandaa/ mother (elegant)

ditulq

/sladbaan, -ra-/ table of contents

B. Medial Stops and Spirants with Double Function

fl-

7-11

tltnfl

/pr6gAti9, -Ica./ to be normal

lnti

Adgktitaa, -ka-/ doll

dnihn

/sbgk&prbg, .ca../ to be dirty

RiPl:

/kUlakaan, -ca-/ work, activity

2111112

/raidchdkaan. -cha-/ gov't

71- rine

service

/rddtlAbaan, -tha-/ the government
/wddthdnaa, -tha-/ to progress

011

/cadtAwaa, -ta-/ four (eleg,and te014

imul

/widthijaa, -tha-/ a science

opui
Ott11,1

/9Ajddthdjaa, 9a,,..-tha-/ Ayutthaya
(Ayuthia)
/shiladaa,' -pa-/ week (elegant)

Vg1122,1

/9tbEtsag, -pa-/ obstacle, difficulty

A1ti1Ufl

-pha-/ mot:kon pictures
(Oleg.)
/96hplagjdbE -pha-/ to emigrate

BBUW

14

/thiledlibaan, -ssa-/ municipality

Medial
or 11 may be pronounced as
-sea- insteadof-daa- in rapid speech,
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11t1M1111

/priaggicAag, ..ssa-/ Without

119M1

/kh6oggAnaa,...ssai./ to advertise

Here $4 does not govern; see p. 52
and contrast with thonext example,

11-4 AVM

/$441inaa; .38a./ a religion

Sometimes double function involves a medial consonant cluster, e.g.
Iht0111

/ckskrijaan, -kra-/ bicycle

O. Double Function without Intruded Vowel
In some cases double function is found without
the addition of an intruded vowel, e.g.

/phrAchAeWphon/ name of a temple
Ahl

/sAgIruu/ enemy; foe
/' &dtraa/ rate (as of exchange)

/mAadtraa/ system (as of measurement)

/sAthigtp, sa-/ statistics
D. Suppression of Double Function

Some words which were formerly pronounced with
double function are now usually pronounced without
it, and a few words fluctuate in pronunciation.

AIM

/phanrAjaa N phanjaa/ wife (elegant)
/riadbtirii/ Ratburi (name of a town)

1W/104

/ph4dbOrii/ Phetburi (name of a town)

Until rAirly recently the last two examples were of.
ten Pronounced /riadchAbtrii, -otitis./ and /phAdchdb6rii, -cha..,/, respectively.
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6. Cancellation of Final. Consonants

A special eymbol known by the two name) given
below is often used to show that a final consonant
is not to be pronounced.

1116%10 /mAjthanthAkhiad/ cancellation sign
Alfto

/kaaran/ cancellation sign

A consonant that is so cancelled is called by its
name followed by the term /keviran/, e.g.

Apo kaaran/ in the word reAmr.
Examples of Cancelled Final Consonants
/thdg/ sorrow, misery
0,114fi

/sateen, se./ stang, 1-100th tical

:1001

/r6dion/ automobile

AtImr

/sib/ vocabularY, words
ikumphaaphan/ February
/phim/ to print

/toribuun, bo-/ to be complete
#011

/sad/ animal, beast

Ott

/sAd/ honesty
/sAb/ wealth, money

1111

/phted/ physician, doctor (elegant)

i4S10MU

iwen9aathid/ SundaY

/wansbg/ Friday
/waneftw/ Saturday

/sibpAdaa, -pa-/ week (elegant)
to r

h.,/ race, family, stock

Untr

boon/ pound (weight, money) (< Eng.)
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Sometimes two final consonants are silenc0A even
though only the last is marked as such by the ,:.se of
the cancellation sign, e.g.

lAtt

/wandin/ Monday

M:

/Mad/ realm

M10,17

/shad/ branch or field of knowledge,
as in the example below.
/phuumishad/ geography

If the cancellation sign is placed over a consonant
with superscript or subscript vowel, both are rendered silent. Combinations often so treated are -

and lae.g.

ate'

/sid/ rights, privileges
Also

a)1 mdthiv

044

/boorisU, b*-/ to be pure

'AA(

/wdd phoo/ Wat Pho (famous temple)
/phan/ kind, breed, species

Sometimes a preceding consonant with superscript
vowel is also rendered silent, e.g.
-..

nu mm

ka-/ king

6. Unmarked Final Silent Consonants
The cancellation sign is not invariably used to
mark a final silent consonant. Sometimes a final
consonant is silent even though unmarked. Such unmarked final silent consonant is most often f pro-

Wed by a stop, e.g.
/c &g/ machine (usually in compounds)
0000
rg,

/samag, sa-/ to volunteer. Also OA.
/phiftd/ diamond. See also p. 72.

ft
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1011

/btd/ son (elegant)

IN

/bad/ card (as postcard)

Nit

/mid/ friend

uuldol bahlas44d, ma-..-sa-/ ocean
An unusual type of example is seen in
filth

/khan/ pregnancy, uterus (elegant)

This is theeoffioial spelling, but the spelling htttr
i.e. with
added, JO the one most'often seen.

7. Unmarked Nonfinal Silent Consonants

Since the cancellation sign is very rarely used
over any but final. Silent consonants* most types of
nonfinal silent consonants are unmarked in any-Way.

The silent consonant is often, but not alwa0; t.
(7)

d1111/0

/sAltailad/ to be able, capable

UtlIOU1 /prAadthinla, -than=/ to desire, wish

leUtAUM /kladtij6d/ honor
/slisa*/ head (eleg.

.

Also 64t,

/phraam/ Brahman

(U)
1111410111

/PhiSdehikhAadp-cha-/ executioner

Exceptions
Even though it is an exceptional usage the cabcellation sign is sometimes found with nonfinal consonants, e.g. in the alternate spelling of the elegant term for "head" above. In particular it is so
used in recent 1penwords from English. But some such

words are spellid now with and now without the cancellation sign, e.g.
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08101, heti /kW)

*41

N

idof/ golf (< Eng.)

AbOOm/ form (e.g. a printed form)t
uniform Ifor a servant)(< Eng.)

8. Final Consonants with Silent Vowels

Sometimes a final subscript; or superscript',
is silent even though there is no special symbol
which can be used to indicate this. The combinations most often found arel and-a, but-L-d and
are also found, e.g.

-a

/hbed/ reason, cause

*-1

$11

4 irtfl

/tilled/ element

/ohlad/ nationality, race

/jkad/ relative, kin
/acid/ honor

"%Amid, '44 permission
gisiA

4

/prkwbd/ description

history. See p.78.

/s8mm64/ to suppoise,
41171071

/ckikrhphid, -kra-/ emperor

11

Abod/ ten million

-0

Punnihkphuum: - naha -/ tenPerature

Sometimes the vowel remains silent when the word is
compounded with another word, e.g.

000111(

/heedkaan/ events, circumstances

Opi

/P1VmrOP/ kn9wledge, education (in a
Person)

But at other times the vowel is pronounced
10f17

e.g.

/Phnuntsiad/ geckraPhy

tgutAum

AlAdtiOdi honor

lit tifItildflt

/Priwidtidtadi pre./ history (subject)

CHAPTER V/

OTHER IRREGULARITIES
1, Special Consonant + Vowel Symbols
There are two sets of special consonant + vowel

symbols which are shown below. In theorY these sym
bole are treated ae 'vowels and both short and long
varieties occur, /n god/A1 they are treated as
consonant + vowel symbols and the consonantal con.
ponent behaves like a LOW consonant.

Short
Symbol
tl

Name
rymnigo 1

M91

Name

/rYY/

n

/1YY/

The most common of these symbols tell /rt9/ and
it may be pronounceA /ry./, /ri-/ or /rte./ depend-

ing upon the individual word in which it is used.
It occurs as a syllable initial or as the second
component of any MIDDLE or LOW consonant cluster in
which / occurs as the second component (see p. 46).
It also occurs clustered with t. a combination in
which / does not occur.
Examples of q as Syllable Initial
qt

/rfduu/ season

Or

/rid/ supernatural power

tin

/r6sg/ auspicious time
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ExaMples of Q in clusters

Coo

petokrld/ England; English

1121110

/PraPhrfd0 Ora-/ to behave, act

4111011#

/wan phOhAdsaboodii, - scab * -/ ThUraday
(see 0.61)

11011,141

/phrtdsaphaakhom -ssA-/ May

wqminluu

/phrfdsicikaajon, -sea./ Nov°mber.
/thrids &dii, -ssa -/ theory

The long symbol 0 ib very rarely used. It occur* in the example cited below,but the same word
is also spelled with the short symbol at times.
g1

,

1)it

/ryysti/ or /rtsli/ hermit, anchorite

The symbols SI and Al are virtually never used.

There are therefore no useful, or even moderately
Useful, examples which can be cited. The symbols
are often omitted entirely from Thai dictionaries.
Dictionary Order.

Since these symbols are not
true consonants but consonant + vowel symbols, they
do not OOmPrias a part of the inventory of columnants (pp.6-9). For the purpose of order of arrange.
ment in dictionaries, 1) and 0 succeed !
while()
,

and 111 are placed after O.

2 The Twenty Words Spelled withl-The complete list of the twenty words which must
be spelled with the symbol L is given on the follow.
ing pago. The arrangement follows the Thai alphabeti .
cal order. Most of these Wordstar° very common and

none of them are uncommon, so the proper spelling of
all of them must be memorized.

TWENTY WORDS SPELLED WIN '1
US$'

/kliii to be close, near

/fit

/khral/ who? someone, anyone

IN

Multi/ desire to, wish to

eil

/c&j/ heart, mind, spirit (fig.sense)

$1;

/chAj/ to be ...; thatte sol

/chdj " chtaj/ to use ...; to be used

lri

/daj/ which, any (preceded by elf,)

414'

/t &j/ to be under, touthern
gbi

/nal/ in (space); in, at, on (time)

'Lu

/baj/ leaf (in opds. exc, when a elf.)

cr h

/b1j/ dumb, mute

etti

CrIlld

/fkjAas in /fAgfaj/to be engrossed in

flu

/jaj/ fiber; web (of spider)

Ail;

/100hdj, ea/ female rel. by marriage

cid

/sAj/ to be clear, transparent
Ili

/SO/ to put in, insert

filZ

/h&j/ to give ...; for ...

1141

/jAJ/ to be big, large

gL141

/mkj/ to be new; anew

"imme4luo /10/, onlY in /161311j/ to be infatuated with ...

Some of these have homonyms spelled with
the examples shown below:
11

/caj/ skein (of thread, yarn)

1A, aft

/daj/, as in /bandaj/ stairs

in

/t&J/ torch

1

as in
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1U

/naj/ spinning wheel

1U

/jaj/ whY, for what

Id

felj/ to push, shove (forward, away)

so

IN,
1Ufl

4

/h&j /, as in /r4onh&j/ to cry, weep

/11j/ to flow
3. More About Unwritten /-a-/
A. Unwritten

In previous chapters examples have been given of
intruded /-a-/ in initial consonant groupings (see
pp. 49-51) and after certain medial consonants with
double function (see pp. 60-61). Single consonants
or.word final consonants may also be pronounced with
an unwritten /-10/1 but most such words are highly
literary. One of the most commonly seen words of
this type is the following:
Ol

/n4// at, in (of time or place)

Other examples are very much rarer:
/s1nlAp49/ arts, crafts
/t114// sesame (litera
word; the
common yard 184ry1 Aaa/)
B. Unwritten -17

Another rare type of unwritten /-a-/ is found in
the case of a few words which are pronounced as if
they were spelled with
Among words of this type
which have a fairly high frequency the first two examples below are perhaps the most important.

04

/s&dtrii/ woman (elegant)

maim /karigkidaakhom. ka-..-ka-/ July

IA%

/'4gk &tanjuu, -ka-/ to be ungrateful
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The usual readinkfor the unwritten vowel in a
/o-/, as shown on pp. 18 -20.
closed syllable
The reading /-a-/ shown in the three examples on

the preceding page is very rare. The pressure for

the /0-/ reading is such that some words which
were until recently read with /-a-/ are now usually
read with /-o-/, e.g.
/khomminaakhom, -na-/ communication
1H41,41

/m6gkiraakhom, -ka-/ January

The two words were formerly (or rarely still are)
pronounced ,/khamminaakhom, -na-/ and /migkiraakhom,
-ka-/, respectively.

4. The Use of the Vowel-Shortening Symbol
4

The vowel-shortening symbol

.4 IV
known as LUI00

(see Pe 18), has certain important restrictions as
to its use. It is used in combination with the vowels V-, U.-, and --I (and no others), and it is used

with these only if two additional conditions are met,

vii. (1) there must be a evllable-na consonant,
and (2) there must be
Ignal marker required in
the writing of the syllable. The vowel-shortening
symbol is most commonly used with

e.g.

VOWSWHORTEN/NO SYMBOL WITH 1./kbb/ to pick, gather, collect ***
/obi/ seven
/chid/ to wipe

/raw/ to be fast, quick, rapid
/14i/ to be small, little
/hin/ to ISO

Mg/ iron (metal)

Exceptions
Ongrimportant

word,

/pen/ (ltit exaznpte below) is
spelled with 1. in diiitionariesi: official writing!,

textbooks, etc., but is normally spelled Without
in newspapers. This is occasioned in large part by
thi high frequency of its occurrence. The

reM4ring

words shown below are regularly spelled WithOUt
under all circumstances.

OU, WU

/pen/ to be iie
/phed/ diamond. (See alsO.p. 64.)

tun:

/mod/ meter (< French)

tunh

/m4dtrfg/ metrio (< French)

The use of :1 with the vowels

U and-0 is much

rarer. Although there are some important exceptions,
its use with these two vowels is largely confined to
imitative words, restricted modifiers, and particles.
VOWEL-SHORTENING SYMBOL WITH tt- AND-0
U44

/kh10/ to be hard, firm, strong

utign

/khAjtg, kha-/ bit by bit (of climbing)

46

Ono

/chid/ bright (red) (restricted mod.)

/algae/ chrysalis. Also Oun /dAgdec/.

/WI

-/ then, consequently, also

Always spelled without vowel, as shown.
A very common and important word.
mfin

/rag/ (emphatic particle). Also tittn
but with same pronunciation.

tiftlaufu

jr4mrim/ sparsely

udonotItu

/j4j5j/ disheveled, mussed (as hair)
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5. The Tonal Markers and Vowel Length
Since the vowel-ehortening symbol
cannot be amployed with the vowels b-, U and
when a tonal

marker is also required in the writing of the syllable (1). 69), there is no way within the conventional
Writing system to distinguish short /..e-/, I.e../ and

/-3-/ from long /-ee-/, /ce-/ and /-oo../ if tonal

markers are used. All that can be done is to make a
few very gang At4eAsj_its which may be helpful to
the foreign etudent of Thai. These are ab follows:
1. The vowel

plus any one of the four tonal
markers is normally read short, e.g.

THE VOWEL I WITH TONAL MARKERS
/i6v/ to be expert (in), good (at)
lLJ

/b6v/ to expand
/chin/ such as

IOU

/16n/ to play
/r6w/ cardamom

LIU

/win/ to omit, except

LIJ3J

/m4m/ to compress (e.g. the lips)

I14

/c40/ to go bankrupt (< Chin.)
/p4v/ strictly, sharp (as "noon sharp")

lniAtnt4

/kr6ovkr4ev/ to be sparse; sparsely, few

An exception. Note the difference between the last two examples. The long
/-ee-/ can be predicted, however, because of the unambiguous long /-oo-/
in the first of the two ablaut reduplicated syllables.
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2A, The vowels a- and

are usually, but not in-

variably, short under the low tone in live syllables,
e.g.

THE VOWELS U- AND-0 WITH MARKED LOW TONE
/c1m/ to be clear
UU4

/bt0/ to divide (up)

UUU

/phtn/ Olf. for sheets (as of paper)

U%U41

/mtm/ Occidental woman (< Eng.)
/1114/ place; Olf. for plaoes

084

/013/ to shine

UU811

/mSm/ (title for descendants of my.)

IJtU

/bb j/ to be often

10480

/nbj/ a little bit. Also Abog.

nflU

/kbon/ before

28. The vowels W- and -t are either short or long
(depending upon the word) under the falling tone in
live syllables, e.g.

THE VOWELS W- AND-8 WITH MARKED FALLING TONE
U14

/khtn/ shin

Ufl04

/kite*/ to make a show of, pretense of

WOU

/ltn/ to run (of a boat)
/pen/ (name for a woman)

U04

/peen/ powder (face powder), flour

U01

/htw/ water chestnut

/ktw/ crystal. Sometimes Mew/.
,104

/0*/ to have to, must

104

/h$4/ room

76
/113j/ to hang (down)

etu

/96*j/ sugar cane

20. The vowels W- and -ID are always long under

the high tone in live syllables, e.g.

THE VOWELS W- AND-0 WITH MARKED HIGH TONE
W04

/leen/ to be dry (as of the season)

W01

/liew/ already

/041

/rSoj/ hundred

IOU

/Hon/ to be hot

IOU

/chSon/ spoon

2D. The vowels U- and -I) are usually short under

the rising tone in those syllables where it is marked
by the use of the 4th tonal marker, but such usage
is in any case rare. (High consonants in live syllables indicate a rising tone when no tonal marker is
used, and these consonants will take- if the vowel
is to be read short; see examples on .p. 72). Examples

in which the 4th tonal marker is used are:
THE VOWELS W.,. AND

WITH MARKED RISING TONE

IL)

/c1w/ crystal (clear)(restricted mod.)

Rit16

/krip30, kra-/ (tin-)can

nfonnieu

/kr6gkr3j/ very humble, poor

3. In dead syllables marked tones are always rare
and unusual no matter what the vowel may be. When the
vowel is I-, IL- or -I) the reading is most often short

in dead syllables, but in a few instances the reading
is long. Most words coming in this category are recent
loanwords from Chinese or English.

/cog/ Ohinese (informal term)(440hin.)

11

1

/kib/ cap (< Eng.)

4011

A

Ado N klte/ gas (4:Eng.)

anti

A

/cid/ bright (red) (reetricted mod.)

(OA

/k6g/ (water) faucet (<: Eng. "cook ")
o
v
Van, 100

/ch6g/ chalk (< Eng.)

nonuen

/15g1te to be inattentive, shifty
This word uses the lst tonal marker
specifically to indicate that the
vowels are short. If no tonal marker
were used the tone would be the same
but the vowels would be read long.

6. Irtegular Readings for Vowel Lengths
There are various types of special cases in which
a short vowel is read long or a long vowel is read
short. A briof description of the most important of
these is provided in this section.
A. Lengthened Vowels
(1) There is a tendency to lengthen a short vowel

under the high tone in live syllables, particularly
in the case of those written with the symbols

1-1, 1, and 'L (i.e. the vowel + sonorant symbols,
p. 14). Some of the words coming in this category
are read with a long vowel in final position (alone
or in compounds), with a short vowel in nonfinal po
sition (in compounds), e.g.

Mem/ water

U.1

t

VE041

/h5*niam/ bathroom

t .
1411114

/nimkh10/ ice
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0
Ill

/chtlaw/ to be early (in the morning)

0
lt1

/thdaw/ foot (elegant)

V;

/milaj/ stick, wood

-1

a/t8nmgaj/ tree

/mAjkhlidfaj/

1174

a match

/mAjtrii/ the 3rd tonal marker

to7

/chdaj N chdj/ to use ...; to be used
(2) The vowel. + sonorant symbol V-1 is sometimes

lengthened under the falling tone, sometimes not.
Note the readings given in the following set of words:
Ill

/claw/Lord, royal person, prince
But sometimes also spelled ill.

s

U1104:111

/mbmcdaw/ royal grandchildren
But may sometimes be read /mbincilwi if

used as a title immediately preceding
the given name of the royal personage
having the title.
0
111

/ca/ you (superior sp. to inferior)

V

/caw -/ master, owner (see ex. below)
Lillt4

/clIwkh5on/ master, owner

(3) One word spelled with V', under the low tone
is always read with a long vowel, viz.
Ltini

/pliaw/ to be empty, blank, plain; in
vain; no
B. Shortened Vowels

(1) The symbol I/ is normally read long,
least two instances, however, it is road rho
11U

Asn/ silver; money

It/

/o6q/ to be inundated

at
is.

T8
(2) At least two words spelled with -1 under the
falling tone are normally read short, viz.
1111

/than/ you; he, she they (sp. of eldera or superiors)

8111

/9&j/ Derogatory or insulting title
used before first names of men

(3) Several words shorten the vowel of a middle-

toned syllable.-0- when it is in penultimate position. But the words are also sometimes read with a
half-long vowel. This is Mown by placing the second
of the two Os in parentheses in the phonetic transscription, e.g.

/widthija(a)laj, -tha-/ college

1101100( /widthija(a)siad, -tha-/ science
10U111

/pluija(a)jaam, pha-/ to try, attempt

114101110

/roovphdja(a)baan, -pha-/ hospital

7. Irregular Readings for Tones

There are a few disyllabic words which have an
irregular reading for the tone of their second syl-

lable. All such syllables are "dead" syllables(see
p. 26)beginning in a sonorant, and their tones are
read Li it the sonorant were governed by a precedIn these cases it is
ing MIDDLE. or HIGH consonant.

thi-preceding syllab/4 which begins in a mama or
HIGH consonant and this, in effect, golierns the tone

of its own syllable and the syllable following. But
this type of situation is 1321 a regular one.

The pronunciation and spelling of the following
words must therefore be memorised, elltoially since
correctly
the pronunoiation of most of them is

marked in *garland's Thai-S:4110 Dictionary, a
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source which is in most other respects a useful one
for the relatively advanced student of THAI.

IRREGULAR TONES: LOW INSTEAD OF FALLING

gtfltra

/prAjbod, pra- / ueefulneagli advantage

Sllt 4M

/prijbog, pra- / sentence (grammar)

*Olt

/prAmiad, pram / to be negligent

041,

/tamrtiad/ the police

ed.),

/sgmrbad/ to explore, survey

IRREGULAR TONES; LOW INSTEAD OF HIGH

11100

/prAwid, pra-/ description, history

111110A1011f /prAwidtlehad, pra-/ history (subject)

thi

/damr19/ to consider (royal, elegant)

filft

/damrltd/ to speak; speech (royal)

/sgmr4d/ to be finished, complete,
successful

In addition to the examples cited above many
recent loanwords from English have irregular pronun.
ciation as to tones.

S. Ambiguities

Certain features of the Thai writing system give
rise to ambiguities, i.e. the same sequence of symbols may have more than one pronunciation or more
than one possible pronunciation. Some of the more
common ambiguities are discussed below.
(1)

When the complex vowel symbol 1-1 has two

consonants between its two parts, it cannot be distinguished from a sequence 0 + /-es/ followed by
0 + /.4&/. Homographs are rare, but the proper read.
ins for all such cothinations must be learne4,
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l001

/14111w, sa-/ a kind of tree
(or)

OW

/phlaw/ axle
(or)

41-

/sSelaa/ stone, mountain

/pheelaa/ time (literary)

(2) When the proposed vowel symbols 1-, W- and
are followed by U plus a sonorant, it is impossible

to tell whether the 14 is % U1

or the initial pronounced consonant '8 followed by a final consonant.
That is, this is true if no tonal marker is required,
e.g.

UM

/nle/ duckweed
(or)

Alen/ to be solicitous about

141411

/mle/

tVII

/Mem/ gold (literary)

Ohl (interjection)

But if a tonal marker is required it will be placed
over the sonorant if the U is V %(1 (first example below), and over 14 if the sonorant is the syllable final (second example below).
4

UU4

/nte/ to be small, little, young

UU4

/tan/ place, location

(3) If the symbol 1 occurs between two consonants
it is usually to be read as /-ua-/. But sometimes it
is to be read as syllable initial /w-/, though this
1
er reading is extremely rare. Moreover, if the
t of the two consonants is u, the VI may be either
h
tinitial
pronounced consonant or l4 O.

Examples:

01U

/sato/ garden

014

/siw60, ea -/ (first name for a man)

81

N9!

/khuan/ ought to, should
(or)

/khavo3n, kha-/ (as in the ex. below)

/rankhdwm, -kha-/ (a surname)
UZI

/beam/ to swell, be swollen
/1533woon, b3-/ (a surname)

M14

Atm)/ to keep for oneself, be jealous of
(or)

/w813/ (short form of 414, man's name)

(4) If the symbol 0 occurs between two consonants
it is usually to be read /-03-/. But in a few rare
instances it must be read as syllable initial /' -/.

/ph53m/ to be thin, lean, skinny

pflll

(or)
afititIJ

USD

/phA'om, pha-/ (as in the ex. below)
/phikotydphlOom, pha-..-pha-/ reluctant
to speak
/ph &',b, pha-/ small container with a
triangular lid

9. Recent Changes in Spelling
A few minor changes in spelling were introduced
in the 1950 ed. of the official Thai Dictionary put
out under the auspices of the Ministry of Education.

Current newspapers and recently issued books use the
new spelling. But the McFarland Thai-English Dictionary, commonly used by foreign students of Thai, was

published prior to the time these changes were introduced and a recent reissue of this work (1954) has

no corrections in the text because it was done by the
photoghic process. Therefore a student who tries
to read n current Thai newspaper with the aid of the
McFarland dictionary will have difficulty in locating
some of the words unless he takes into account the
points discussed below.
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(1) The vowel -1 has been dropped in the spelling
of many common words, e.g.
Errs;
New Way Old Way
Transcription
/chAbAb, cha-/ Josue, copy

VW:

/chttph$1, cha-/ tobeparticularto

lUt

Ut

ltfl

BtQA

/chAnid, cha-/ kind, sort, Variety

1211

ISM

/phAmAa, pha-/ Burma; Burmese

/chAndo, cha-/ to win

But many other words still retain the vowel

uta

e.g.

/mA119, ma-/ jasmine
/rAjA/, ra-/ distance
/thAlee, tha-/ sea

Iitt6

(2) Some simplification in the writing of final
consonant clusters has been introduced in some words,
e.g.

New Way Old Way

Transcription

11fl

11lrnl

/kheed/ limit, boundary

X39

/kid/ activity

n it

/wdd/ to grow, increase (literary)

1

(3) A very few words formerly spelled with 1 for
/-aj/ are now spelled 4.
An important example is:
New Way

Old Way

Transcription

nfli

41,4

/trail three (literary, special)

Out the old spelling is still used
in some contexts. The new s Iling
is used especially in Budd
t contexts, as in the example be

thutd

/rddtinitraj, -Was( the Three

Owe

Buddhiem)

CHAPTER VII,

NUMERALS AND SPECIAL SIGNS
1. Numerals

The so-called Arabic numerals used in Europe and
in America and ultimately derived from the ancient
Hindu numerals. The Thai numerals have the same origin, but the That obtained them as a part of their
total writing system complex which is derived from
the Devanagari (p. 1). The actual numerals with
their names are listed below.
THAI NUMERALS

0

i

Vtd4

into/ one

Nftl

2

01)4

/83313/ two

VI

3

d'Ili

/Basun/ three

at'

4

i

/ell/ four

e

5

U1

/haa/ five

6

un

/Mg/ six

Cr(

7'

14t

iced/ seven

al

8

tam

/pied/ eight

9

0
IA1

/14w/ nine

0

TA!

/stiun/ zero

C)

83

84

The basic rule for making these symbols is the
same as that for making the consonants. In other
words, one starts out by first making the little
circle in , le, m, etc. The pen then moves to the
right or the left (or right, then left) as demanded

by the nature of the symbol. The symbol for "9" is
made in two strokes, vie,
followed by ' giving O.
The remaining symbols are made without lifting the
pen from beginning to end. Note that the Thai zero
is a email circle, not a small oval as is our Arabic zero,
The Thai'numeral system is a decimal one and the
higher numbers are formed by the use of the zero
and the digits exactly as in our own system, vis.
00

10

lb

/sib/

11

11

flu tin

/sib'ed/

g

15

luml

/sibhita/

ko

20

fltaU

/jiisib/

00

30

811AU

/sdamsib/

40

40

tee

100

U114;6

/nt4rSoj/

1100

101 -

ttUttfi

/rSored/

mLg

345

81114Uhal

/alamr53,1 slielbhAa/

s0000

1000

14411U

/ntyphan/

Inee14

3078

diAtitallaVA

/slamphan cedsib-

/slisib/

pted/
egto,

4596

/sliphan haarSoj
kawsibh6g/

85

osepo

10,000

444 /ntrtyn/

OC,Wipo

48,200

kUtilittINIOU
/slimtyn hAaphan s3anr$4/

00,000

190,000

AMU /*Wen/

OgiOoo

198,000

UdiUMIlli#1411141011

/nkietiA kiwmtyn ptsdphan/

9,000,000

1,000,000

vo,000,000

10,000,000

AVM

&AU

/ntnlian/
(or)

%44141

isibldan/ (or) /nhkbod/
But /kbod/ is not used in
reading higher numbers; see
the example below.

000#000.000

130,000,000

44;601Ma1 ik
intnr33j siamsiblAan/

NAINAWNAINNNNNNAMVIVNNNIVIVAINNNNAMVNNNIVNAWANVINNAJAVNNAINNINNAAVNIV

Our own:Arabic numerals are also sometimes used in
Thai books at the present time (see pp. OS 'ind.102),
even though all the other writing may be in the con.
ventional That orthography. Thai schoolchildren atm
learn their arithmetic by the use of Arabic numerals.
They also, of course, learn to use their own numerals
as well.

2. Typographical Signs

Both traditional typographical signs and many ad
ditional signs recently borrowed from the West are to
be found in modern Thai books and newspapers. Tradia
tional signs still in common use are listed on the
following page with their names and examples,

TYPOGRAPHICAL SIGNS

/mAjj4m6g,-ja-/the repeat sign, e.g.
/Ityn'tyn/ other, others
/chitachAa/ slowly
NNNNNNOMMINNANNNNOYNNNNNNNOINNNAONNAMOMMMMMN

1

li1U1MIU

/pajjaann6pj/ used to indicate that
familianwell -understood word or
group of words has been omitted in
writing. In readings the omitted word
or words must be supplied, e.g.

1190111

Stands for ntsimmulunt /krunth0eb
mAhltanAkho, ma -..-na-/ (the Thai
name for. Bangkok). This name is always written with this symbol.

ununi

h

Stands for U1U0i3UUM /naaj6s rid th&montrii, -tha-/ the premier

NNNNNANONNNNNNNNNNNIONMWWWMAWNNWNWINNAANNN

101

li1u141i

/pajjaanj&j/ used like Eng. "etc."
and read as /149/ in a text. See
example on p. 91.

NNNNAAM;AWNIOWNNNNNPONNMMNNNNAANNNNOVNNAMAMMN

Additional typographiCal signs recently borrowed
from the West are the following:
/m4h&bphtiag, ma -/ the period. Used
in writing abbreviations (pp. 93-100),
e.g.
U.

Abbrev. forUlitA1 baalIkaa/
ttotclockft (for time on the 24-hour
basis),.

7.2.

Abbrev. forit411UU /roozrian/
"school,"

NAINNAONNOVNNOINNNNNWYMNAMINNMNNWNMNNNNAINNNNN

t

/ 1,4oto point0

alshe
dot used in welting decim,

e.g.

g.100 U.

8:30 A.M.

Is .go

2.50. Read /s5m3 cad hiaslb/.

NNAINNNAAVNNIUNNNNNAAVNNNNNAINNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAIN

/c6d1Ougniam/ the comma. Used
in writing larger numbers, e.g.

09000

10,000

NNNNNNNNNN

Its

/khlid/ the dash.
not read, e.g.

tail e

e

AU

Sometimes

/dAg sli hAakhon/ "four (or)
five children"
But sometimes read as:

t4

/thtn/ "to, up to, until,"
e.g.

4.4

4.00

U.

8:45 to 9:00 A.M.

NAINNNNNIVNNNAINNNAINNNNNNNNNMVNNNNNNNNNNNNN

%

Mifl,W11Utttltlt

/khrtanmlaj r5ojli9/ "per
cent sigme
But read as:

tifneL foie

/pessen/ "per cent" (<: Eng.),
e.g.

10,0%

/alb weft/ 10%

^woy

4
th/2410111MON

/khrtanmlaj khamthlam/ *question mark, e.g.
/rian paj thammaj/ "Why study?"

NNAiNNAIMNAJNINNNNNNNNNNIvMANYNNAINNNIMPAMMWoryNNN

88
t

OtAir
Aolulusigiv

kdskceerii, -sa-/ the emolama.
tion point. Also called*
tkhrtaxlmitaj tbgcaj/ "the sign of

being frightened"

Used with interjections and with
exclamatory sentences, e.g.

tisnalv

/j &a tbgcaj/ "Don't be scared!"

NAANNAMMVAANMWVINNNNMNNNNNNNNNNNNNAWNIVAINOWN

0 011804110,hr

/khrtanmiaj khamphtUd/ quotation
marks ("spoken word symbols").
Additional terms for "open
quotes" and "close quotes" are
also used and ars formed by add
ing the terms /peed/ "to open"
and /pid/ "to close," vie,
111,14

10411Ullitilhat open quotes

e4MUltnildh close quotes

Ifli4

Quotation marks are used to enclose direct quotations, e.g.

/

ohAj khrdb/ "No." (man
spe king)
jma

They are also used with proper
names to indicate that the name
is a pen name, e.g.

lfiu 'mime

/dooj sIsnthope By "Saength9ng."

ARNNNAINNIVNNAWNNNNNNNAINUMVIVNAINNNIVIVALVNAINANY

()

14t811

/wonliib/ parentheses

Used to enclose parenthetical
matter, usually of an emplane.
tory nature, e.g.

Ailly1 (tut)

/kam(Khmerphuuchaa (khimlen)/ Cambo-

dia

)

NNAINNNNNAONNAANNNNAMONNNNIVNIVNNNIVNNIWYNNNOVION

3,::8pabes.andOther PUnntnatinn_

Thai words are not'iritten-Withatiataa between
them *4 is-done in writing E:10ton and other.EUr0.
Peakilangnagea. All wordy within a -photo or, oill410e.
Aor Within a sentence COntaining.e.single clause)
are Written tbgetherwithoUt any sPaoingt-ai i$-(1u41
tomari in Writing Sansitit'ind other langnage0 using
the'Devanagari or one bf its derivatiftWExamplei.V

r

'iv

A.

UtirMitUAltrOMMIAAVUU41,1104VIUMOU
hrtithgedthaj Ulm jdu thaa4 thidtawan93gchlantAj kh3b4 thawlib'eesia,/
Thailand is situated in the southeast of the
continent,of Asia. THAI READER, p. 185,
Spaces, on the other hand, set off the end of a
phrase, clause, or sentence and are therefore used
in places where we normally use the comma and the
period, e.g.
11;giluilu1Jttmatu

unilinamiNulot4

tslia

tfulamen1allurettg
/wait ntm49 naj prathbedthaj, tte mii
lOugheb bia4 baa0ht4. t8nmAaj khlaw. loo

dogmAaj bean taliod pii./
There is no snow in Thailand, but there is
some hail in some places. The trees are green
and the flowers bloom throughoutthe year,
THAI. READER, P. 150.

Thai printed matter (as opposed to typewritten
matter) is arranged so that the righthand margin

.00

even, just as is dons in our own printed books. But'
in Thai this-Can mewl that the, end of a sentence is

vilMarked in anyway. If the end of the sentence ie
tlueh with the righthand margin, there will bano
'special mark to set it.off.as the,end of a sentence..

OentreriNise,:in order to adjust the righthand Margin'the Printer will sometimes insert :an extra `apace
or two which is'nSt meant to .be interpretmi, as the

to the beginning these
will be s..bit:confusing to the student, but
Oings
;after he hae had a Xittle PraCtice in reading he
will beecNO accustomed_ to them.
end of a Phrese:or clause.

SPaces are also used to set off words in a series,-

and this furnishes still another instance in which a
space -corresponds to our comma, e.g.
*411- 11701

U13

I I

1)

1)01

UOMM14

/sInkhga sgmkhan

prathgedthai

khgaw, adjskg, jaan, mtu, wua, plaa li9 rie

igante./
The important products of Thailand are rice,
teak, rubber hogs, cattle, fish, and vari.
sus ores. TkAI READER, p. 158.

Spaces also have other conventional uses in writ.
ten Thai, *is. (1) between the first and last names
of people (but not between a title like "Mr." and
the first name), e.g.
1;011114

trAuluiriu rfiltu

/ph5o khbvkhgw chfi naajkhiab ragthaj./
His father's name is Mr. Khap Rakthai.
READER, p. 76.

THAI

12Y-beforeand after, numerals

e.g.

.v
v di
11101V140014iA1011404 4000 trl
;

01t0001+

04 0 110 0

/ph0okh4achia4 phOunft dajwid ch44* thf4

e3oophan tutoiji tuadiaW th&Wnin th14 SOU)
thfn kawfdd sliniWo/
An elephant merchant Measured up to 2000 elephants(and)therewas only one which reached
the height of 9 test, 4 inches.
"SCIENCE,"
vol. 5, pp. 325424.
(3) before and after the repeat sign, e.g.

Ml4tMatIO4UI:014041114 h Inn
/thaa4 nft kh3c4 pratheedthaj mii phuukhlw

stiunsdu4 Mag./
In the north of Thailand there are many quite
high mountains. THAI READER, p. 163.
(4) before and after 101.

e.g.

4
V
A
*
tht101410044 111 40 101 li1114011411!:114
I

/prath0edthaj can khaaw, diib4g

pajkhlaj

tianprathted./
Thailan

exports rice, tin, otos

(5) before and after parentheses, e.g.

limilli1or11oug4t11 4 0 litn (r)

+ID

to 401)

92
/khonnamthaaj kit' wia man saw, raaw pted k4w-

sb3g (raaw slbs5on thh slbsli fdd)./'
ide guessed it was around 8-9 forearm
The
lengths (around 12-14 feet) in height.

"SO NOW vol. 5, p. 326.
If, upon reaching the righthand margin, the typ
ist or prtnter finds it necessary to break into the
middle of a word, a hyphen is often used, juit as in
our own typed or printed matter, e.g.
nt401111100,1Ult4h1IMAIlfil

UOMODUlitit

00114f0-

11D114111%1111M610114

/krunthileb pen cbdruam kh5a4 kaankhommanaakhom,
mii thaanr4draj 11/ thaanrddion ciag kieuvth6eb
paj jay man tia4tAi8 thtlia prath6edei

Bangkok is the center of communication. There
are railways and highways from Bangkok to,the
THAI
different towris all over the country.
READER, p. 161.
The remaining types of Punctuation marks are used
very much as they are in English books. Quotation
marks set off direct quotations, and the question
mark and exclamation point designate questions and
exclamations, respectively (see pp. 87-88). /n addition, paragraphs are indented as in our own books.
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4. Abbreviations
Abbreviations of certain common words are sometimes used in modern written Thai. They are always
set off by the use of a period. Sometimes the first
consonant of the word is used in abbreviation, e.g.
U.

waft

/naalikaa/ ofolock (of time
on the 24-hour basis)

At other times the first consonant of each of two
parts of a word will be used as the abbreviation,
and in this event there is usually a period after
each of the two consonants, e.g.
U.?.

OLIUM

/ndgrian/ student

But if the first consonant of either syllable
is
IA 0 this letter will be skipped in favor of the
second consonant of the syllable, egg.
n. u.

nom

/k6dmdaj/ law

The reason for this is that M U1 must be used in
front of all sonorants to convert them to the HIGH
series and it is therefore not a sufficiently distinctive letter to be used for purposes of abbreviation.
Certain standard abbreviations transliterated
from European languages may have a period following
only the last consonant of the abbreviation. But
sometimes even these abbreviations will be written
with two periods, e.g.
nu.

(or) 11.11. filetUOI/kiloomdd/ kilometer (km.)

In rarer instances the first two or three letters
of a word, including perhaps a vowel, are used in
abbreviation, e.g.
461.

1$1:04;

/thoordsib/ telephone
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Some of the more commonly used abbreviations are
listed and explained below. but certain other speci-

alized categories of abbreviations are discussed in
later sections (pp. 96-101).
TITLES
U.1.

VUtUtil /16mciw, -claw/ M.O.
title for those in the
grandchild generation of royal
descent, or treated as such)

Higher titles are normally not
subject to abbreviation.
V./.1.

3JtU/1114dbOmr4adch4won,
M.R. (a title for those
in the great - grandchild genera-

tion of royal descent, or
treated as such), e.g.

U.1.1. A 11111U%

/m5mriladchawon sdenii praambod/

MA, Seni Pramot
U.O.

MUMM014 /mbnadan/ M.L. to title for those in the great-greatgrandchild generation of royal
descent, or treated as such)

U. !1.

U14111 /naanslaw/ "Miss," e.g.

14.11. mf Ab$

4naansdaw sli phdgdii/ Miss Si
hakdi

But the titles UIU /naaj/ "Mr."

and U14 /naaa "Ws. are not
subject to abbreviation.
At.

Traniliteratod from the English
abbreviation "Dr." and, read as
/d6gtee /, e.g.
.

li

Dr. Ralph Bunche

Additional miscellaneous abbreviations commonly
seen in newspapers are listed on the following page.
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MMtfltINfl11,1711111M0AU
as

/khand9

khAar8adohaktitinphonlaryan/

0 Vil service
01111fldA140141Ukt /umaachig sePhee..
phAuthea riadsadaan/ Member of Pat.

d.d,

= liament

IOW:states
0

an /khdndo rAdthamontrii/ the
oab net (of ministers of ste) ?).

A.t U.

AUUflid

/rddthamontrii/ minister (of

itate)

Ltd

fehlatil /r6dfajthaj/ That Railways

Formerly called /r6dfajldan/ Royal
State Railwaysn and abbrev. as
fl.U.

flpardi badmdaj/ law. Sometimes also
the abbrev. for nkilomet-10 (p. 93).

V.U.

'MOO /c6dm5aj/ letter ( pistle)
/prajsaniijablidPpost card

%JAL

golio /OW likhid/ postscript, P.S.
U.1.

OLIUU /ndgrian/ student (in school)

t I.

11416U /roonrian/ school
1:441U /roonnaan/ factory
/thoorasib/ telephone. Used in
front of telephone numbers (either
Thai or Arabic numerals), e.g.

111:001;

ldt.

4444

/thooraskb nh sdun hog has sli/

lti.

10654

Tel. 10654

UAW) /naalfkaa/ o'clock (of time on

U.

the 24 -hour basis), e.g.

66.00 U.

Le.00 U.

/s5on naalikaa/ 2 A.M.
naalikaa/ 8 P.M.
dfllOr /sataan/ satang, 1-100th of a

dfl.

baht, e.g.
dfl.

htislbhia sataan/ 25 satangs
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U.

WES

10.

fiMih

/catwAd/ Ohangwat, province

eunt

/'amphe8/ amphoe, district

D.

/bled/ baht, tical

5, Metrio System Abbreviations
The commonly used abbriviations for the Units of
the metric system have been transliterated from the
standard Ituropeah abbreviations as shown below.
*METRIC) SYSTEM ABBREVIATIONS
R.

OtiV

/kram/ gram (g,)

MIN

0141011

/deekhaakrem/ decagram (dkg.)

611.
1111.

/h4gtookram/.hectogram (hg.)
Ann til

/kilookram/ kilogram (kg.)
/deesikram/ deoigreji (dg.)

tn.
:In.

ft J.

11$1.

/sentikram/ centigram (ogo

Dann

iminlikram/ milligram (mg.)

IVO/

/m4d/ meter (m.)

LfifilINflt

/deekhaamdd/ decameter (dkm.)

164f11114

/h6gtoomild/ hectometer (hid.)

tlatliflt

/kIloom6d/ kilometer (km.). Some.
times also abbrov. as n.14 (p. 03).

AWN

beesim6d/ decimeter (dm.)

4 SI
IAL1104

/sentimoid/ centimeter (cm.)

34i.

Shawn'

/minficadd/ millimeter (mm.)

A.

fins

/lid/ liter (1.)

tnniOnt

/deekhaalid/ decaliter (dkl.)

fifiti.

1)0.

litilafit

Aktoolid/ heotoliter (hi.)

na.

Mak,

/kIloolld/ kiloliter (kl.)

to.

ifilant

/deesilid/ deciliter (cll.)

VO,

tfitlfil

/eentIlid/ centiliter (ole)

008101

iMinlilid/ milliliter (ml.)

)Jfl.

A. Thai Initials and European Initials

The consonant letters of the Thai alphabet can
be used as initials, i.e., as abbreviations of personal names. When so used the letters are always
followed by a period, e.g._
loo/ Abbreviation for any name
beginning in n.

.n.

Abbreviation for any name
beginning in 1,e,g,
tichsv

t.

1. Mg

A.

ich5) ph&gdii/ where /kh5o/ could
he
be.the
for 1111 /khaabi
or any other name beginning in 1.

/kh33/ Abbreviation for any name
beginning in h.
Etc.

The letters of the English alphabet are'also Ised
as abbreviations, particulltrly for expressions like

"DDT, nVitamin 'A,'" eto. They ark also used in the
transliteration of initials of American, British and
other European personal names. The letters of the
English alphabet are written out in Thai according
to the pronunciation used for the letters of the alphabet in British English. A period is then placed
at the end in order to show that these are abbreviations. The convention (or conventions) for writing
these letters is chown on the followlng page.
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LETTERS OF THE ENGLISH ALPHABET
it.

/lee/ A

V.

/bii/
/sii/ 0

$.

/dii/ D

V.

/'ii/ E

mi. '6.

/940 F

0. I.

/jii/ (or) /oii/ 0

ICS. A.

/'ooh/ H

lo.

Pai/

t ',.

/cee/ J

IA.

/khee/ K
tgO. Ube.

/9e1/ (or) /9c1/

tn.

/'em/ M

ttU. igU.

/'en/ N

It.

Poo/ 0

0.

/phii/ P

Al.

/khiw/ Q

tit.

/9aa/ R
010.

/96s/ S

0.

/thii/ T

Y.

/juu/ U

/wii/ V

Atttov. gbh.

/dabbeljuu/ (or) /dAhhaliw/ W

Ltd. &tr.

/96g/ X

liu.

/waaJ/ (or) /waj/
Ills.

/sad/ (or) /81d/ Zo i.e. zed

99
Examplees
1,11014 le.

/witaamin 'es/ Vitamin A

Iniflug.

/witaamin bii/ Vitamin B

& 1.R.

/dii dii thii/ DDT

mtithit.

/94f 'es 000/ FAO

4101,01.14

/96ch dabbaliw wad/ Hi W Ward
7. Dates
r'

Thailand uses the Buddhist era, reckoned from
the date of the delth of the Buddha, for all offioial purposes. DifIzerent Buddhist countries have
slightly different dates for this event, but in
Thailand it is reckoned to be 843 years befdre the
beginning of the Christian era.
To determine the year according to the Christian
era, subtract 543 from the year of the Buddhist era.
To determine the year according to the Buddhist era,
add 543 to the year of the Christian era.
The abbreviations used for these two srae of time
reckoning are shown and illustrated below.
/phddthasigkariad/ Buddhist era,
i.e. B.E., e.g.
/phddthaeigkarhad e5oephan elir5oj kiwelbpied/ 2498 B.E,
(equivalent to 1955 A.D.)
/khridetigkarhad/ Christian era,
i.e. A.D., e.g.

/khridsigkarlad nhphan
1955 A.D. (equiva-

hilaelbhaa/

lent to 2498 B.E.)

When dates are given in full the form used is
that given in the first line of Thai on the following
page. But sometimes the abbreviation for the era is
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omitted (second line).
1 i1O1041 ,o +pin' t.d.
ti

klati

/wan'aathid thiisibced tblaakhom phddthasagkariad

sbnphanslir53j kAwsibc4d/ Sunday, Oct. 17, 2497 B.B.
Two sets of abbreviations for the names of the
months are shown below, Of these two the first is
perhaps the more commonly used.
14.h.

111171111/

/mogkaraakhom/ January

n. t.

quirria

/kumphaaphan/ February

011.

OUltiV

/miinaskhom/ March

Ihk.

MOM

/meesdajon/ April

tqunlhu

/phrfdsaphaakhom, -ss-

11. U.

t.h.

May

11.u.

Ovu.

nett.

ntni).

mom

/kar4gkadaakhom/ July

d.h.

14m.

loilhu

moutakhom/August

1 UU1UU

/kaW.ajon/ September

10.

Ton

I'Jlaakhom/ October

mein.

undiniuu

/phrfdsacikaajon, -ss-/ Nov.

n.u.

?I.

2.1.

till.

/mitlftaajon/ June

/thanwaakhom/ December

Shortened forms of a date may be given in the
style shown below. The first line has the first type
of month abbreviation, the second line the second
type.
4.11, S. h. taed

kb to. ioce

101

banthii,jlislbhbg thanwaakhom eroophan slirSaj
sibpted/

December 26, 2498 (B.E.)

rn the most extreme shortened form of a date, the
month ie referred to by its consecutive number and
the year date is shown by giving the last two numerals anly. Observe that the first number stands for
ttb day of the month and the second number ie the
number of the month (the style most frequently used
in Europe). This is in contrast to the style in
which the first number is the number of tha month
and the second number is the day of the month (the
style most frequently used in America).
1147

/ b 14d

26/12/98, i.e. 12-26-55 (in the American style and
using the Christian era in place of the Buddhist era)
8. Pagination

The pages of a modern Thai book or newspaper are
numbered in the same way that European and American
books areo but several styles of numbers may be used.
(1) Ordinary Thai numerals are used in the main
body of the book, e.g.

ismetb04e+o

1m

The front matter of the book is paginated by the
use of the Thai letters of the alphabet in place
of the Roman numerals used in European books, e.g.

ntt 7J 41Utt
(2) Ordinary Thai numerals are used in the main
body of the book as /stove.

The front matter is
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paginated by the use of capital Roman numerals*
e.g.
I

II

III

V

IV

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

(3) The main body of the book is paginated by
the use of Arabic numerals, e.g.

1 2 3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

A

SAMPLES OF HANDWRITING
The tour pagerwhioh follow contain samples of
Thai handwriting done by two different porsone.
Three styles of handwriting are illustrated; pre.
dee, medium, and fast. Page 104 has a sample of
the precise style, and page 105 shoWs the same text
in both medium and fast styles.

Pages 106 and 101
illustrate the medium and fast styles, respeoti,00
ly, of a sound brief text. Roth texts are takon

from the TAX READER. The first is the fourth Paragraph of Ittigtail01110. pp. 185.187, but the date
is exPend3d to chow both S.E. and A.D. The second
text is t/t4t0. pp. 45-46.
The style of lettering in preoise handwriting
most closely resembles printing. The other two
aiylit have characteristics assooiated'ulth hand.
writing only. A few examples selected to show some
of the peculiarities are given below.

as in

Itut

Jt4ft

as in

di A

sAydt 171,44,

6,

40

as in

OU

OM $4

as in

04

0

44

NM

ali in

lfit4

a0

,war

I

as in

4

V

t

ae in

tOt14

wevelo

as in

tft

01.$

as in

dlt,

i01).*

fi.

d

ii

le

3'

The student who is interestcd in the problemwill be
able to find other examples on his own initiative.
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SAMPLES OP THAI PRINTING
Samples 61`a virietY,of,Thai printing stylervin
an assortment of sites are given ors pages 110.118.

Those on pagei 110.112 are used in newspaper head.

lineal and 4040,0A 0$06 111112 are also often
used for,tit4WOk articles and for paragraph head_ings, Pag0.1kooatai0 SaMpleeof dates in an as'sprtment,of
styles and 'sizes. Pages-114418*
Show a few sareOlai0t. 4004i*mgatting styles of
type whiokiare used gaAeadintkor specie:1061unit*
feature artielesk stories, advertisements, etc.

These 040140$0t1hal P4Otink'can be made use
,ofbythe studeriti.nanUeher Ofys..-14 the early
stages of his study ot'the That writingsystempthe
student can use pages: 110.110;:atian exercise in the

identification:of consonant symbols.

All but the
rarest censontuta:lire illustrated on these three
,

pages. W44n .0#$ 00 11004)!joi 14ent.t;i0010
p
see, the
shouldmer4y identify-the
consonants;,Callihg,thembrnamele.g.,/oci caan/,
/d3a d4g/, eta, Latereii:*.Canuse the eame pagese
as a series Ok-exereiSe00hOdeAtificitioh*
vowel symbolsitonestarke, and typographical signs.
After he has:learned the That numerals on pages
83-84, the student can use page 113 as a numeral
identification exerdiseOhen since the same page
contains examples of 000 in both full and abbrevi'
ated form, the same page can be used as an exercise
in .ending dates Attothe section on dates (pages
88.100) has been studied.
When the Student has finished working through
all the rules of the Thai writing system, he can
use the various pages of printing samples as a
108

100
`series of reading exercises. MOst of the words cart
be found:by 10044 t41.01 tlp in the THAI V00414ARY.
Words not to be found there are'listd below.

)1440h040Ai/ the A414,e:(pii004)
Madnatii/ Vietnam, YietnemegeA111)
,/hoOmeenleentWO tdahe Lind (Eng0(111)

/hda/ Nit (proor**) (111):'
/k0obla)nnitpthanic ..1 thanke (112).
/sthkr4d, silo/ federated states Ihere
referring to the United StatOV4 112)
,
/tiaj (Man/ in the May (side) of,(112),

Aiioorisen/ Morison (pro** name) (112)
/zte/ angle, point (114)

4;

/kawlli/ Korea (110
The printing styles illustrated oti pp. 110413
are sufficiently clear so that the student should
have no ,difficulty-in identifying,allot'the trit4,
bole. Some of 'the styles on pp. 1144100 Op tbe'.,4),
other hand, are more 44fieulti' = A tniewil.ttt

tothe material on Otoie two pages 10) therefore
1.

given below.
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